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TECHNICAL SUMARY

I (Dates relate to attached Chronological list)

On,! particular aspect of 'Energy Migration in Irradiated Solids'
has boen emphajised in this research, namely the migration of energy

from an irradiated solid to acceptor molecules of another phase in
contact with the surface of the irradiated solid. Convincing

evidence for this type of energy migration has been developed from
studies at both "GAS/IRPUADIATED SOLID" and "LIQUID/IRRADIATED SOLID"

interfaces.

Initially (1972 and 1973) studies of such interfaces were made

with closed systems under continuous illumination at low intensity.

Using UV-photons of wavelengths absorbed by the solid substrate

but not by the acceptor molecules in contact with the surface,
kinetics and mechanisms of photoassisted chemical changes were

established for the systems: Aqueous Electrolytes/ZnO ; gaseous

Methyl Halides/ZnO . An inherent limitation of the studies on

closed systems with continuous low intensity illumination was
their inability to distinguish between fat azd slow photoassisted

processes. Conclusions therefore rested upon 0atailed chemical
study of long-term changes in acceptor mnlecules, brought about

slowly by uv-illumination.

Later the technique of electron spin resonance was successfully

applied, for the first time, to continuously circulating aqueous
suspersions of zinc oxide in order to provide new insight into fast

changes occurred simultaneously within the illuminated semi-
conducting solid. (1973, '74). An important unifying feature of

the detailed mechanisms developed for the energy transfer process

at these illuminated interfaces was the central role played by
charge-transfer processes involving photogenerated electrons and

electronic holes. Indications were obtained from these studies

that quantum efficiencies of the observed chemical changes depended
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upon the -xtent to which electron-hole recombination processes

competed with the chemical processes under study.

The research effort entered a new phase in 1975 with the

devolopmont at U.C.C. of unique apparatus for applying Dynamic

Mass Spectzometry and related fast detection techniques to time-

resolve processes initiated at GAS/METAL OXIDE interfaces by 50ps

pulses of uv-photons. Initial studies of photoassisted interactions

of flash illuminated ZnO or TiO with 160., N20 or- C2Hs01 were

expanded to include studies with isotopically enriched gases

1802, "N1N0 and C2DsOD. The technique successfully time-

resolved faut flash-initiated surface processes (such as surface

photolysis, or photodesorption of chemisorbed oxygen, or release of

alkene products from alcohol photodehydration) from slower surface

processes, (such as post-flash uptake of oxygen by active surface

sites, or release of products of alcohol photodehydrogenation).

These studies have resulted in extended publications (1975 and 1976f

describing in detail this interesting new technique and the type

of results which can be obtained from it. Implications of these

results for 'Energy Migration within Solids and across their

Interfaces' will be presented at a Conference to be held under that

title at University College Cork in September 1976.

Copies of the four most recent scientific papers in 1976 are

appended to this report since, unlike other publications

listed on the following pages, copies have not previously

been supplied to rOAR and AFOSR.
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Flask-Initiated Surface Reactions on
Zinc Oxide and Titanium Dioxide

Studied by Dynamic Mass Spectrometry

JOSEPH CUNNINGHAM and NICOLAS SAMMAN
Chemistry Llq'*rment, Unhwysity Co~ke Cork, Irtiond

1. I116o"W

This chper describes resoltsotexa'ieins in which ast.response moss spvctiwneuk
detection is applied to the study of rphoto~rrcts at the surfaces or "Atu oxise catalysts. No
major development or innovation In dynanrk mans sectromectr ttchi..uc %u needeJ for the
esperittents describet. Emphasis has beeni coocenttd. rather. on txpliong the advantages
and aimos Inherent in appicaio of woiol dyrnmi mass spectromirk~ itchatques to the
study of transienst changes In gas compositIon pcoduced by plses or uv iuminnatlon Incident
on catalyst sutrace. Zinc oxide and thtaniumn dxide were selected rot study as tewtstative,
semiconducting metal-oxide catalysts. because or the avalkbility or extensive backjtroundi
inforanion an kheit su.race and catalytic ptopertles and how these ate afrected by UV
MIuwnin" This lititraturec Indicates that changerc in omnpoSition of the gas Dhdke abose

~,UV-11lumlnated nm&Wl~xld catalysts may onleinate from: (I) photolysis of surffa~ layers-.,
(ii) pwoosslived titcreaes or increases in the numbe or adsorbed molecules or Ios on the
illnated surface (itmed p o pwltion and pkotoedwto .respstly, photoreon
collectively);t (ski) enhawced retin between the illtamirAted surface and cocponents or the
gas phase (termed photo.assisted gas/sar race reaction), (iv) enhazsced catalytic activity or the
Illiuminated surface In piomoting reaction betwetni compontats adsotbed onto the mectal

Table 1, 1Promsies r.outcd to afet gas phase aboyt UV-Itt'4mtualled *M.c oide or titarium iid.

11I010LYSIS OF~ SURF~iACE LAYER
YA04+h - n, -Zno (s) + I 20 (S)

11TOS0RPTION i,

xOs (adihMO, a 0 (F) + wr 1) 0, 1zdsflT1O, 5.10
141IITUASSISTED GAS SOLID REAC'ION

ZnOl + NO (ad) -N, W+ 0(ai a)Wn S 8

Il0I11fo. + Clh (l -- bI'ZO +CDMl 59i
P110TOCATALYSIS

I r.03 W + COW)+ zno O S 0(s) + U 4.5,6
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osikk from the gas phase (termed phtctlss.'The examipics of these rcocesses gjcn tn
Table I Aere meawted by %wious wotkets uting cotinuous )ow.in1cnIiy UV Illunilnalon.
%hcteas the cmvoik descibe in this chapter has been mainly cattiedl out with hish-incntty

pulics or UV Illumirtation with duration ca. 50 ^i A brief tesiew of published work on
phooffects at aSmital oxide interface releant hkrt. both asan intoduction to the nature
of pas-mctal oxide interactions and in Identifying mechanistus by whch UV photons modify
such intetractins. Since photoeffects involving oxygen Wts received particularly extensive
attention in the literature. !t %ill be convenict to treat these "r~aattly In Section 2 of the
preset chapter and then to present data on other gal"s in Section 3.

2. Pholeef fee lWohlet *gypse M4 ANC alan O hal. dlnild 60%W S AM

A. INTRODUCTION

An oxygen deficiency has been rerted for zinc oxide and titanium dioxide surface"
and patticullatly for samples preactivated In vacuum at 4WtC such am were Invwsigated in the
presnt study. U4petlmental observations on photoeffects over titanium dioxide surfraces
cxposed to continuous UV Illumination have been variously Inter prtetd as providing suppor t
tr each of the processes listed in Table 1. Several workers have demonstratd by fESR and
partial pressure anialysis that surface photrlysis occurred with formation of surface Till
centres.' 1-s Photodesorption of prcadwobed oxygen has also been repoted", over reduced
sur faces. The rever se proctwsof oxygen photoadsorption has beent observed" and correated
with the surface concentration or Till species on reduce titanium dioxide sampjles o:' with
surface hydroxyls on fully oxygenated stirraces." Thc UV.Wluminated titanium dioxide
surfaces also cat alyse partial oxidation of hydrocarbons."

Frzinc oxide surface the following parameits have been reported at determiniol
whether photoadsorption or photodesotption predomlrsate, oxygen partia pressure:1" extent
of metal excess nion-stichiometry;l concentration of conduction bend electrons; and position
of the Fermi level."" Correlaitions berwme photodorpW lonad photovonductivity wre raquitrd
by various models for migration and tapping of eltronic holeii at the luwninated nter face,"'
and Mdenkck has repoted such cortelatlons." Since photoconductivity stuies hae revealed
Ifast' and 'slow' photoprocesse, photowoton processes may likew be expected to exhibit
fast and slow components. It has recently been suggpc~id by Tanaka and blyholder that the
slow step in photocatalytic oxidation of ciabon monoxide ove zinc oxide Is focration of 0'
Ions on the sur face." Photolyuis of zinc oxide has also been reported and evidence presented
that presene of excess metal or of electron-t rapping species may modify surface photolysis,"
as has been reported for NaNs."

finally, a brief summary of currfent Ideas on how surfaces of 71ic oxide and titanium
dioxide samples may be mrodified by adsorbed oxygen Is appropriate in thisi introduction.
Electronic theories of chemisorpior, descibe such modircatons In terms of 'collective etrfon'
energy kvels at and close to the swface.1,11-I Figure I(&) Iiustrates the enerly-band model
applicable within the bulk lattike of noni-stoichiometric ic oxide or titanium dioxide.
Outgassing thewe iatesials i svow to temnpeamures of 300-400'C. as wi% uwed to pwecndition
surfaces in the present study. Is reponed to enhance extent of metal-txces, non-stolchiometry
in burrace layers, above that in the bulk.l ' Such additional surfawe ecess of onizable donors
is schematically denoted in Fig. 1(b) and can result in exceis positive diartz close to the
surface, with a correspo~sdng enhancement of electrons In thtr cmns~etion hand within the
bulk. According to the 'collecive electron' description, suet, icoattion of charge should
result in downwar d bending of energy bands as illuftrated in flig. jI b). A %iwatlon formally
similar to thal In Fig. I (b) can result If adsorbed atoms, molecules or ions in~ea electrons into
the bulk conduction band In the process of adsorption, thereby klvin# positively charged
species at the surface. Hydrogen, carbon, monoxide and some-oxygenated hydrocarbons ame
reported as adsorbing onto zin oxide with ielease of electrons,"" which corresponds to
cumulative chemlisorption and tends to produce downward band-bending as In Fig. 1(b).

Oxygen adsorption onto zinc oxide or titanium dioxide is reported as giving rise to

248
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Fig 1 Tolcist c-.fon d ilionofcktncetl kd uti thbul rI I ur

loacit ecy k~vt in the conduoction bend cc hlhat In the valnc bind. WI..&.'' c%.

&~ denotes cnergy lentr of dono cenircs such as ecess met and &~ reroot the equilibium
Fermi ",' (it) 5tumtln withln the Wuk or nwa the iwhee in 'IWatbaad' condiloett (b) Sue rac
pa~Ittve %ith vrespectgo bulk. -olth dooe~awd bowlt bendng such as may aniie front cumulative
Chem tpton (0) S Utac neWtiv with trec to bulk, %.ith upwaed bWn bendin such as

FiS. 1(c). Direct cvidice In suppo.- or this representation has come from measuremn;ts
showing Increasingly negative surface potential on cadmium sulphide (CdS) single crystals in
the dark at Increasing oxgen pressures," and from direct I3SR evidenc for the formaion or

SOs' on zinc oxWde"" and titanium dioxide.1 Indirect evidence (or depletive chemlisorption or
oxygen onto xzic oxide samples as Os' or 0, Ins has betrn deduced from oxygen-indocedl
decrease In electrical conductivity or zinc oxide sanpls'" using the criterion that Increased
resistiiy or the samnples reflects fewerc mobile elections. On the basis or this criterion,

measurements of changes In electrical conductivity accompanying adsoption have been

widely used as a convenient Indicator to the depletvc or cumulative nature or gsmstni.I
conductor interactions. Serious questions as to the validity or this criterion, at kast (or
titanium dioxide samples, have been raised by Crucq andl Degois; on the basis or their sttdies
on thelfrequency dependence ofconductivity on rutileY1

Direct observations have been reported on the influence of oxygen on :urface potential
of zinc uxide during oxygen photoiorptlon ,"Decreasts In the number of sur face Os' radicals
have been directly monitoted by ESR during oxygen photodewoptlon from ~n~e~ 4 In
terms orcollective clectron models of lhe 0,/metal oxide Interface, such oxygen pholoderp-
tion effects have been related to the following processes:
Deplet ive chemisocrlon in the dark:

Pholoacivatlon or the metal oxide (MO):

MO +kv- (e + h)/MOO + hO (2)

Interaction oradsoxbed oxygen with phowgenrerated species:

O,-(ads) + h' - 0,gM0 - 04) + MO (3)

or O,'(ans) + (e + h)/ZnO* - Oa(g) + h#VZnO (4)

249
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N'ocrss (1) should give rise to the upwrd NWbn4badlng depicd in Fig. I(c). T"his imind-beriding
should in turn attrac hotes photogencratcd by (2) towards the surfacc, there to react ilih oxy'gen
ions ia 0) or (4) and thereby decrease [thc negati1ve sur face potential below that2 citablisttcd by
(Iiin the dark.

ilrect F'SR evidence for photoluduced icreases in numbers ofO0, radicalson titanium
dioxide has been obtained during photoadsorption of oxygen." These and other oxygen
photoadiorpt,on effets have b-.en analysed frt agreemeint with collective clectron mods,'"
but the rather coniplex treatmensts neede to aCcount for observd results are beyond the scope
or this brief introduction. It must, htowever, be noted that In-teasing emiphasis has been given
in recent years to alternative models of real surfaces which, :mphasit special propertfies of
unique localitcd surface itexI" rather than toleiivcetron properties or tile entire surface.
Oti ztw oxide or titaniunm dioxide localited surfwc sites with chaactistIcally high activity for
cl~cinisorptlon. catalysis or photoeffccts may take several rornis: .surfv~c defects (such as
oxygen -- vacces on titanium dioxide or excms metal on both zinc oxide and titanium dioxide);
surfaterinn/urities (such as oltervalcnt ions or adsorbed oxygen Ions onzin- "xide and titanium
dioxide),. or surface states (originating because the sur face Is necessari ,discontinuity and
componentts or an othetwise ideal lattice situated at such a discontinuity must pows partially
unsaturatod valecces and/or Incompletely compensated chArges).14 Evkknce for the occurrence
and migration of oxygen vacancies in titanium ,Qioxi& sanim* has come front many stdies.' ""1
but results on zinc oxide do not favour existence of oxygen vacancies in that material, except
after exposure to irradiation by high-energy radiationt or electrons." ESR evidence has been
reviewed' for TV* radical ions onl the surface or titanium dioxide. Recent results of catalplic
studies support high activity of irceal-exccas surface sites on titanium diox"d" and zinc oxide." "
Zilnc-rich surfaces of zinc oxide have been obtained by cleaving Zr.0 single crystals lin
high% vacuum and are reported to exhibit markedly different properties from thle geminate
oxygcn-rlch surface simultaneously producted by cleavage.'"M Recent parcrs by Gatos and
co-workers " demonstrate the marked Influence which a high density of surface states can
exert on photoeffects in zinc oxide. They observe, In the presence of species adsorbed onto
zinc oxide from air. photoiniduced transition of electrons front the -zinc oxide valence band
into surface states ca. 2 cV below the conduction band. These transitions gave rise to an
increase it' surfacte potential. Since this is opposite to the effect expected from collective
electron models (e.g. via processes 3 or 4), It has been termed by Gatos and co-workers the
'photovoltagc inversion effec'.'1 This and related effects involving aturface states anid other
unique surface sites ate lik~ely to be important in the present work I which UV-vlsible and hR
photons are incident on zinc oxide and titanium dioxide surrace It should particularly be
noted that such, effects may be opposite to those expeted from the collective electron models.

B. E3XPERIMENhTAL

he m icel objective of tile present study --- to employ mass spectronet.1nc detection
to monitor the timec profiles oi'changes In gas c tpo,...- initiated by the Incidence of SOps
flash or UV liihtonto zinc oxide ur titanium dit. dc stirfaces. A IS cm long quadrupole mass
analyser tube was used for mass analysis with associ. ',ed r.f. supply at 4 MHz (for the mie
range 1-0) or 2 MIilz(for th4. rn/crange 4-200) and'S anning controls (built according to a
design of the Decpartmnat oti~ccironce. and Vlectrip.,4 IEngincering, university of Liverpool).
A 17.dlynode electron multiplier (C-NI) was found necessary to achieve requisite fast response
and u.nsidvity at unit n'.ass resolution with <5% valley. In order to avoid spurious photoeffects
arising froms thle incd'ne oar stray photons fronm the illumrination system onto the electronmulti.
jilicr, a relatively long (I m) rkzit' with szveral bends was use.d between the phiotoreacror and
the eiectronuliplier. The equipmenit .j:-d Is shown diagrxntutatlcally in ig. 2 and resembles
the conzvr..:onal hinetic Pash photolysis experiment encept that the steady state beam of
photons through the rercdion vrssel via a monochroviator to a photomultiphier was rcplaced
in our rystem by a steauq n:tefow off mokectiles frxii ihe iveaction vessel along a bent I mn
flight path to the Ion source of the quadrupole miass w~cironieter.

With .16 exception of a IS cm lon;., 40 nim 0OD cyhindrind glass window thle remainder
of thie Ion-purnpcd hioh-va~uum system depicted schematically in Fig. 2 was fabricated front

250
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stainless steel. This system routinely ttiied totatl rsidual g~spressures of ca. 104 N m~'after
thermal outgassing. Samples or zinc oxide or titanium dioxide were introduced. Into this
system am thin layers previously dtposilt-l onto cylindrical quartz substrates of geometric
surface area 0.01 in'. These metal oxide/quaf tz samples were located Inside the 15 cm long
cylindrical '%indow', which %as of Kodial glass for most experiments and served to prevent
light of wavelengths <300 nm from entering the vacuum system. tn some experlmcnts a greater
proportion of the UV output of the flash-tube was admitted by replacing this Kodlal window
with a quartz window which transmitted down to 200 nm. When so desired, light of wavt-
lengths <360 inn was effectively excluded from the system. tolether with much of the IR
output, by wrappine a Wratten 38A Selatine filter around the Kodiat Or quat windows. It
should be noted In Fig. 2 that the electron multiplier and I5 cm quadipolt mass filter %vere
located very close io the Ion pump to achieve minimum system pressure at their location
Results described In this paper were all obtained In conditions such that this minimum
system pressure did not exceed 10 N m", as Indicated by the meter ofthe Ion pump. Reactant
gases were Introduced to the vacuum system via metal varlabke-kak valves from an external
gas-handling system from which greast And mercury were rigorously excluded. The steady
state pressures at various locations In the system was monitored with Bayard-Alpett ionization
gauges (cf. Fig. 2) and did not exceed 10'1 N in'. Output of the mass 11lter at appropriate rn/c
values was linearly related to these prwsures; over the rngec 101-10r N W1'. A marked
disadvantage of the quadrupole used was that It did not yield 'standard' Ion fragmentation
patterns, but exhibited a greater sensitivity to low mass numbers. This discrimination necessit.
ated extensive calibration with known gases to obtain reference spectra for Comparison, and

* this was done for all the reactant gases used In thi. present study.

0

Fig. 2. Dynamic mass spectronicter system for the study of changes In gas phase pressure and
composition caused by flash-inltlated sur face processes. The system consists of: (I) Ifigh-vkluwnt
system, comprising: Inlet leak valve, 1, pressure measuring gauges H; glass-walled pho-
reactor, C; metal oxide layer, MO; high-conductance tubing, E; quadoapole mass spectrometer.
QMS; 14-stage electron multiplier, EM; Ion pump, I P; andliquid nitrogen cooled baffle, LNB.
(ii) rast detection circuitry comprising: trigge unit, T; variable delay line. D; quar Oash-tube,
Mroscloscope, 0; and fast amplifier, FA, (iii) Appropriate electronic supplies: S(BI),

S(QMS) and S(R).

Preparaion of materials

The zinc oxide and titanium dioxide materials used In the present study were higis-purity
powdered samples obtained through the courtesy of the New Jersey Zinc Co. and coded,
respectively, as ZnOSP5OO-7115 and Rutile-MR-128. Impurity content of these oxides were
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low (e.g. <O.001'Vo Fe. Cu or Nin in ZnO and <0.07% Cl, In TiOs). Materials were also alike
in surface areas (4 and 5.4 ml g"'), particle sizes (0.2-2 p) and reflectance spectra (onset of
absorbance at ca. 390 nim rising to a maximumn at 370 nm). For a fcw experiments, doped
zinc oxide samples were used and corresponded to the ZnO-SPSOO material treated to
Incorporate lithium (tqrmcd LI*ZnO) or Ind~tnn (tcrmcd ln.ZnO).

Powdered materials were taken into an aqueous slurry with triply distilled water, or
occasionally fully dcuterated water, and coated onto a quartz substrate as a layer or thickness
ca. 10" m which was dried In a vacuumt oven at I 10C before Introduction Into the vacuum
system. After bake-out of the entire apparatus at 2509C until the pressure fell to 101 N in", a
smiall heater was placed around the glass section of the vacuum system to bake out the metal
oxide at 250-3501C for 16 h. A scquence of experimental observations on such samples was
usually commenced within I h orcooling to room temperature. Residual gas analysis Indicated
< 10* N m" partial pressure of 'carbon monoxide plus nitrogen' as the major constituents of
residual gases in the system but with residual oxygen or water vapour < 10'1 N in".

Reactant gase nitrous oxide, oxygen and hydrogen were spectroscopically pure (BOC
Grade X) delivered In Pyrex break-seal vessels which were used as received. Isotopically
labelled "N"N'Q0 and CIDOD (either anhydrous or containing 5% DO) were supplied by
Stohler Isotopes. Oxygen enriched In 110 was obtained from Yida-Miles Laboratories and
deuteriuin (99.951 Ds) from HOC. Anhydrous dewerated methanol and methyl Iodie were
obtained from Prochemn and used as received. Reference mass spectra of each reactant gas,
entering tric mass spectrometer via a by-pass which did notiexpose it to the metal oxide, were
determined prior to each experiment.

Somple Illumination

In order to investigate 'fast' photolysis or photosorption effects, metal oxide/quartz

samples were exposed to light pulses of 50 Ks duration emitted by an oxygen-quenched xenon
flash-tube dissipating 200 J electrical energy per flash. An elliptical reflector hnusing,
enclosing the flasi-ilamp and the cylindrical glass window of the vacuum system, was used to
deliver emitted light to the sample. Substitution of a potassium ferrioxalate actinometer and
appropriate filters at the position normally occupied by the metal oxide/quartz samples
Indicated that 2 x 104 photons In the wavelength range 300-400 nm were delivered to the
sample per flash incident through a Kodial glass envelope. With a quartz envelope, the total
number or photons with wavelengths 200-5M0 nmn delivered to the sample was 5.4 x 10"1 per
flash.

Fast-detection circuitry
Rapid response In the electron multiplier detecor of the mass spectrometer was desired

In order to follow any sudden chances In gas composition within the vacuum system, as
occasioned by Incidence or the high-intensity 50 ps light pulses onto the metal oxide. For this
purpose, fast-detction circuitry very similar to that normally employed In flash-photolysis
apparatus was utilized (see Fig. 2). The response time of the detecior system, with the output
of the multiplier red into an oscilloscope via a low-pass filter (to eliminate 4 MIHZ or 2 MHlz
ripple), was 200 p~s and was not the slowef., step in th~e rtsponse of the system to flash-initiated
changes In gas composition. Time-or-diffuslon of gas mclecules from the flash-iluiminated
metal oxide intrace throush the vaciuw systen to titc Ion source of the quadrUpoi appeared
to be the rate-limiting step. This follows from data which demotrated that rise times of Ion
currents corresponding to various molecular pve gaweated by light flashes varied in the
manner expected for diffusion (I.e- risethe'i")

Parallel Investigations or photoeff'ects under long-;peslod, low-intensity U V illumination
were carried out, where possible, to; comparison with high-inensity flash-iniliated processes.
For such experiments the outputs of 1,50 W mercury arc, 250 W mercury-xenon arc or
450 W xenon arc lamps were utillied. For photosorptlon or phiotolysis stud es, suitably filtered
outputs or these lamps were incwat or, 4 znc oxide or titaniumn dioxide wanp* suspended fromn
one arm of aihish-sensitivityeitrobac. Sanp'es were pte-equilibrated with the adsorbing
gas in the dai'% at -pressures c3. IV' N url prior to recording any photoinduced changes in
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weight. This electrobalance was also utilized to dctermline the extent or adsorption of the
various reactant lases onto zinc oxide or titanium dioxide at room temperature. Adsorption
isotherms were thus obtained t higher pressures and extrapola:ted to conditions or the
present experiments in order to estimate the percentage of surface sites occupied by fcactant
gases prior to UV flashes.

C. RESULTS

Pbotsoiisat i ' a" m

In %iw of literature rpxts that UV photons Incident on zinc oxide and titanium dioxide
may cause photolysis to yield molecular oxygen and metal, it was or particular interest to
monitor ion currents at the corresponding e/ values before, during and after arrival of a
hil-h.intensity light pulse onto zinc oxide or titanium dioxide surfaces. The mass filter was,
therefore, set to continuously monitor ions with e/ 32 and time profiles were measured for
changes in ion current caused by arrival or the first pulse delivered to a 'fresh' zinc oxide or
titanium dioxide surface under the lowest residual pressure (10" N m') attainable with the
vacuum system. The trace shown In Fig. 3(a) was obtained by photographing a slow, appro.
priately triggcred oscilloscopc sweo before, during and after flash illumination of a fresh zinc
oxide surface through a cylindrical quartz window. It demonstrates a large rise In ion current

V 4 - l

.

7 4 Vo 6 i*) NijO 3W 400IMstab tb)

i

4 Ba 0 5 to O
(d) Tom (€)

Fig. 3. Oscilloscope trace recordings illustrating the time rxofilcs of flash-initiated increass in the
mass spetrometr ion count at mae 32 and attributed to oxygen released into the gas pha4e from
ZnO surfaces due to pho(olysis: (a) oxygcn transient from the first flash Incident via a quartzenvelope onto a wel.outgassed ZnO sample at a residual system pressure or 10* N m"; (b) initial
Ise and decay of the oxygen transient generated by the first flash incident through a Kodial

glass envelope; (c) time sequence illustrating lack of reproducibility in transient size for fourflashes delivered at ca. S s intervals through Kodial glass; (d) progressive decrease in oxygen
transient for five flashes Incident at 20 s Intervals through quartz.
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at mle 32 initiated by the single flash follow ed by a slower decrease back to the pr.flash'level
when observed on a time scale or I s/div. No such transient was observed at the ale value for
zinc vapour or any other rle values - except those for 'systcm' transients (we below).
Figure 3(b) dcmronstrates the rise in ion current at me 32 on a much fater time scan (20msdiv.).
Comparison with output or the flash.tube, as monitored by a photodiode and displayed
simultaneously on the second trace of the storage 'scope', confirmed that the slow rise evident
in Fig. 3(b) did not originate in the lamp pulse but originated from time.of.diffusion from the
flash reactor to the mass spectrometer. The slow decay or signal intensity at m/e 32 after the
pulse. evident in Fig. 3(a), originates from the pump.down rate of the Ion.pump. The ovi;-.all
shape of the initial pressure rise and subsequent decrease rcsmblks that reported from thermal
desorption studie with subsequent readsioion." Application of the kinetic analysis developed
by previous workers, with insertion of appropriate rates or pumping by the ion pump and
measured rates or pressure increase caused by the flash, indicated that the maximum reached in
traces such as I!#. 3(a) is a good approximation (within 10',) to the true maximum which
would be attained in the absence of continuous pumping by the ion pump. The latter condition
was not normally used in the prcs.nt study, to avoid possible evolution of contaminants when
the ion pump was switched off. The maximum reached ca. 200 ms after the flash for transients
such as that shown in Fig. 3(a) and measured under continuous pumping is taken as a good
approximation to the actual pressure increases and as providing a good measure of the relative
magnitudes of transients in various conditions and front various samples. Observed signal
heights were converted to *equivalent pressure Increases' by ialibration of the mass spectro.
metr sensitivity with known pressures of oxygen.

When light was incident through Kodial glass onto titanium dioxide/quartz samples in
vacuum of 10" N m", no transient comparable in Intensity or behaviour to that illustrated in
Fig. 3 was detected, despite care taken to prepare, thermally treat and flash.illuminate the
titanium dioxide samples in conditions idotical to those used for zinc oxide. With photons
incident through a quartz envelope, a small transient at m/e 32 was sometimes detectable from
fresh titanium dioxide/quartz samples but It was lower by t factor of 50 than the transient
obstrved from a similarly ireateJ zinc oxide sample. Data on relative pressure increases are
summarized in Table 2, column 3. These demonstrate that oxygen evolution from zinc oxide
surface In vacuo was much more efficknt than from titanium dioxide surfaces. The marked
difference between extent of oxygen evolution from zinc oxide and titanium dioxide provid(A .
;upport for our view that the observed effect at m/e 32 depended on specific interaction of the
light flash with the metal-oxide samples, rather than with the system.

If traces such as Fig 3(a) originated solely from photolysIs of the zinc oxide surface with '

release of oxygen, similar yields of oxygen might be expected frem successive pulses. Photo.
graphs (c) and (d) of Fig. 3 demonstrate, however, that magnitude of flash.initiated transients
monitored at le 32 decreased progressively to a limiting value when succosivc flashes were
delivered to the same zinc oxide surface at short Intervals. However, if the flash.illuminated
zinc oxide surface was kept in the dark for kn hour or longer between two sequences of fis,
behaviour se.,"lar to that shown in Fig. 3(d) could be repeated. A possible interpretation or this
behaviour was that the zinc oxide surface slowly acquired a saturationcoverageofdepletively
chemisorbed oxygen in the dark by Interaction with residual oxygen piessure (which was not
measurable but <10"* N me'n). Flitsh.initiated desorption of much of this chemlsorbed oxygen
might then account for the observed high transient at rnle 32 by the first flash delivered after
standing In the dark for times of at least one hour. The lower yield shown in Fig. 3(d) for
subsequent flashes delivered to zinc oxide surfaces at I mir. intervals might also be understood
on this basis, since a I min delay between pulses would not suffice to restore saturation
coverage by O," at oxygen pressures <10" N m'.

The wavelength dependence of oxygen evolution from zinc oxide In -."uo was studied
in an attempt to determine whether the variable flash.initiated oxygen evolution originated
from pho(olysis of surface regions of zinc oxide or from photodesorpiion of oxygen re-adsorbed
between flashes. The literature provided some basis for attempting thus to discriminate
between the two processes, since photolysis has been associated only with photnns inside the
band edge at 380 nan (and usually with photons of A <365 tn), whereas oxygen photudesc'ption
had been reported at. wavelengths outside the band edge' (and as far as "'-500 nm). A Wratten
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Table 2. Ma~gnitude or flash -IMiateJ aovien t ransientf romt zinc oide a nd tIta nim d iou'Je

Steady $tate MsA I Al Initial rapid CM(Cto S low se#.-ond 31Y proeiih
oxyten pacitute Oxide

(3) IMth Incident 1htou~li quittz th ' 200 nin)
-;3 X 10 Zno-SPsoo + IX 101 SX loll
-C 3 X 0 4 'TiO, + 2 x1(r -tr I V

I 6 x10' 3 X lol 4 x10" 2X 'l
gxcr XIloll 3 x10' -4 X101 x1(r

(b) I'kh fItred by WK 3AA (AtP360)
C 3 X I0' ZnO.SI'S00 IV - -

4 X10' 1

~3X 104 TaO,-- -

2 X 10" go + 3X 10" 3 X I0 1 10o' :101
4 X10 0 o %tog

'Corresponds to pWoiokesptlon or photodeconiposhIton of the solid% vIt s, ics. 150 ins.b Cwrrsponds to pW xm o~ssof o the titanium dioxide surface accurrinit at alma 2-20sa.
,O,,Is ahcquantumncflckncyofphotsor,%Ion.
*,...Is hequaninteffckncyofphoooxt ,ion.

39A filter offered the possibility of transittuing a significant fraction of photons active (or
photodesortiton but very few photons active for photolysis, since it transmitted significantly
(>I%) only In the wavelength range 360-620 nm. Using a potassium ferrioxalatc actinomelier,
it was possbic to determinie that the numiber or photons expected to be active foe photodesorp-
tion (I <500 nm) which were inie~nt through the 38A filter and quartz windows was 6 x 10"1
per flash, No measurable flashiitiated oxygen evolution %ias observed for zinc oxide surfaces
In swwu for this photon flux incident through the filter. The total flux at 20-00 ni incident
through quarit without the 38 A filter was measured as 54 x 10" photons pe flash. Although
this represented only a nineftold incease In intensity or light which would be active for oxygen
photodesorption, oxygen evolution was enhanced to a much Ireater extent (at least ifayfoWd.
allowing ror the experimental signal-to-noise ratio). It appeared from this extra eoahzceci
that photolysis by photons at 200.-360 nm made the in~jor~contributton to fljsh-initiated
oxygen evolution from zinc oxide for photons incident through quartz. Since these experiments
showed that use of the 38A filter ef fectively suppressed contributions by such photolyss this
filter provided a~ convenient tmhod for studying photosorption processes without interfereike
by photolysis. Dakta in this latter conditon are presented in the following section.

Oxygen pholosorpioir processesaf O,/ZnO and Oai'TiO Interf aces

OaiZiPO. Figure 4 teproduces photographs of oscilloscope trace recotdings which
demonstrate flash-iuaittated release of molecular oxygen from an O,/ZnO interface under three
oxygen pressures. As illustrated in photograph (d) of this figufe, flash-initiated enhancement
of oxygen pressure had a rise timeof200ms at each pressure. Figure 4(a) demonstrates that at
an oxygen pressuic of 10"' N nr', the peak height of the transitnt was 10;t 2 mV for a sequence
of ive flashes delivered at I min intervals. This extent of reproducibility contrasts markedly
with the lack of reproducibility for evolution of photolytic oxygen front similar zinc oxide
surfaces when maintained in vicuum of 10', N in" and flash-1llluminated wuthout use of the
Wratten 38A filter (compare Fig. 4(a) with Fig. 3(d)). Hereinafter, any reproducible flash.
initiated release of molecular oxygen from zinc oxide or titanium dioxide shall be referred to
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Me- ow ce yZ0'3

4(a) C a4(b) a

* ,* ~ , ~4 a s

(d) (C)
Figx. I. Osctlloscop: trace recordings Illustrating the time profies or transients produced! by thc

photodecsorh'tion ofoxygen front ZnO/O# interlaces under the indicatcd pressures of oxygen.
In all cm the light pulses 'here incident vsa a Mratters 38A filter and transients were monitored
at milt 52. (a) Super position or Rbe oicllloscapc trame for Mbe succssive pulses delivered at

60 s intervals %%ith an oxygen pressure or 101 N nm" (sensitivity 5 inV/div) (b) Four traces
Illustrating reproducibility of oxygen photodesorpion at system pressure 3.5 x WI'N m"
(sensitivity 10 mV/div). (c) Four traces Illustrating the reproducibility of oxygen photodesorp.
tiors at a system poressure of 9 x lOr'Nor sensitivity 23 mV/div)o (d) Initial rise or the fash.
initiated transient attributable to oxygen photodesocpsion at a system pressure of lO'N in"
(sensitivity 2 mV/div).

as photodesorption if measured in conditions which render insignificant any contributionsA
fromi photolytic oxygen.

Figure 4(b) and FiS. 4(c) demonstrate that magnitude or flash-Initiated photodesorption
by photons transmitted through filter 38A did not increase significanitly when steasdy state
oxygen pressure was Increased sixfold to 9 x 10" N m'". These photographs demonstrate
again the reproducihility of peak heights for f.hshes delivered a: I min Intervals but, In
add-tion, they iillustrate an experimental limitation, viz, that as steady state oxygen pressure
Increased, It became necessary to operate the dctecan system at progressively less sensitive
settings. This effectively limited study of the small oxygen photodesorption peak or o,/zno*
to pressures <10" N in" with the available detection equipment. This limitation will be
removed in future studies by use or-an electronic unit to 'back-off' the Ion signal at rn/c 32
and so permit detection of transients ott sensitive ranges at oxygen pressures up to ca. 10" N m"'.
The data In rig. 4 indicate, however, that oxygen photodesorptios Is effectively independent
or pressure at steady state oxygen pressus In the range l01-10" N 13r This In turn suggests
that only a limited number of sites existed on the zinc oxide surfacQi which were able to yield
oxygen by photodesrption under flash Illumination by light trausinitted through Wratten
38A filter. Limitations Imposed by boundary layer theories on the surface concentrations of
0,' may be important factors limiting the efficiency of oxygen photodesorption to the low
values listed In Table 2, column 4. These approximate values were olgained by using a p04 asiuni
ferrioxalate actinometer to measure the number of 360-500 nm photons transmitted through
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the Wratten 38A filter witlh geometry identical lilti that used for the photodesorptton
studies. except ttt acinoeter cll replaced the nctal oxtdequatzsnp!. Total oxygen
photodesorption was obtained by multiplying tihe height or the observed transient at Wne 32
by an o%ygen sensitisity factor experimentally determined for the mass spectrometer, and by
the ssicln volume. Quantum efficiencies of photodesorption t,) obtained fron, the ratio or
these two nunbcrs are probably too low by a factor ca. 2. since til %%title rjnc oxide or titaniunm
dioxide surfaces rcllc.tcd many of tle 40-500 nm range photons shk'h poi tun ferrioxalatc
solutions absotbed. Measurements with another Wraticn gelatin filter (No. 40 transmitting
40-700 ni and also in the iear IR) confirmed this point since the photon flux was appfoi-
inatev halved but no oxygen photodsorption %. dctectabledespite the prems .c of 4 fi-l% nm
photons The negative photodesorpilon result sith thts Wratien 40 lilter confirmed the
inportan c or Jw-.40 ui photons ror oxygen photodesorption snd also discounted the
possibility that transients such as those in l'ig. 4 originated front surface heating tn the fish. It
thus appears that the data ;n Table 2. holurmn 3 represnt title oxygen phorodesorptton and
that the quaniuit efficiencies there listed are within an order or tiagnittide of the true value.
They characterte oxygen photodesorption asa highly inllicient process when initiated by ca.
6 x 10" photons in the %waclength range (,-450 nn deliered as a pulse of 50ps duration
too( Ant) inter faces at steady state oxygen prewsurcs of l0"l- 10" N in .

OTAO., Hah illumination or O0fTiOs systems through filter 38 A rcsulted lt tine
profiles or the types illustrated in i g. s(a). These Clasli-initiatcd transients indicate an initial
small incrcase (LS - 1 .0 x 10" N in") of oxygcn pressure reaching its mtaxnntum ca. 0.5 s after
the flash. The pressure decrease at times 0.3-2 s after the flash apparently carried the system
pressure to values slightly lower (I.5 : 1.0 x 10" N mt') than the steady state level prior to the
flash. Whin the indicated limits on reproducibility neither the initial rapid increase nor tle
subsequent persistent decrease was markedly dependent ott oxygen pressure in the range
10"-0 " N in-' %len light %as incident through the 38A filter.

Renoval or ile 38,A filter, so that 54 x 10" photons in the wavelength range 200-00 ntt
became incident through a quartz window onto hz O,,iO, interface, resulted in much larger
transients whtich took the fort shown in Fi. 5(b) at 0IN n0 steady state oxygen pressure.
The ittle profile vr this transient reveals r uctt more clearly than that of Fig. $(a) the dual
nature or the flusht.iitiatcd transient at rde 32: an initial rapid pressure increase of 6 x 0IN
It-' is succeedeJ 1bv decra w. 2 3 to a pressure lowered by the same amount relative to tite
pre.flash steady State o;ygcn pressure. Pcrsistence of reduced pressure is still evident tit 8 s after
the flash. Su-h tkan profiles were fully reproducible for a short sequence of flashes delivered
at I tint, intervals at each fixed steady state pressure of oxygen. Varying this pCssurC altered
the relative magnitudes of the flash.initiated rapd increase and slower more persiment decrease
(compare Fig. 5b and Fig. 5c). Data on these effects are collected in Table 2 and expressed ill
column 4 as apparent quantum efficiencies for photodesorption. 0,,,. (based on the initial
pressure increase), or in column 6 as 0,,, the quantum efficiency for flashinitiated oxidation
of the titanium dioxide surface (based or, tle persistent reduction of oxygen pressure). Photo.
oxidation is preferred to photoadsorption as the mechanism responsible for photolnitiated
decrease in oxygen pressure, because uptake of oxygen by the illuminated titanium dioxide
surface was effectively irreversible.

This was established by parallel experiments in which the oxygen uptake at the OdTOV
interface was monitored during Illumination ont a scaled glass high vacuum system and the
oxygen pressure was monitored for somei hours after illumination. These measurements
showed that oxygen taken up from the gas phase during illumination was not released in the
dark but was Irreversibly incorporated into the titanium dioxide sample under UV illumination.
Surface photo-oxidation is thus a more appropriate description of the photoassisted oxygen
uptake. On this interpretation, the pressure decreases evidence in ig. 5 at times 2-8 s after
a flash correspond to the 0, values listed it column 6 of Table 2.

Present results on flash-initiated transients in the O./TiO, system illustrate one major
advantage of the dynamic fast-detection system, viz. the crpability of tinie-resolving tile
opposing processes of rapid phoodcsorption and slower photo- 2Jdation. Since most previous
studies of oxygen photosorption relied on slow-rcsponse techniques and continuous low.
intensity illumination, it is hardly surprising that net evolution of oxygen has been reported as
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the dominant process in some conditions, ihereas other fesearlhcts report net uptate of

olkygi in diffe ent conditions.' "The tin1erciolutiol illustrated in lig S should InAe it poible

in future %oik on titanium dioxide to determine hich conditions favour photodcsotption

and %hich enhance surface photo.oxidation.

I lk

" 

"

4 
4 a

4C

F: S tcilloscope trace rceordini sholng tit, ptorles of flash.tnltited oytcn transients at

We/. 32 abowe 1o, sutfsccS %th Indicated pcmium of oxysen (N m"): (a) transient time profile

at 20 mVidiv under thtee Indicated oxygen picssutci for light Incident through a Wratten 31A

filter; 1b) tmansient time ptofite at 10 mVidiv for two flashes Incident through the quatiL

entcltope; (c) rcproducibl time profilcs for light incident via quartz ith an oxygen pressure of

& x tWIN m"; (d) time profile at rWle 32 (pper trace) contrmited with profile at rWe 29 (lo~cr

true).

Discussion of oxygen pholocffects

The results described above demonstrate conclusively that much greater photolysis

occurred at 'rtesh' zinc o;xide surfaces than at fresh or aged titanium dioxide surfaces when

flash iliuminated in vacuum of IN i "'. The progressive large decline in the extent of zinc

oxide pnotolysis noted for flashes delivered at short (I inin) Intervals could be attributed either

to an inhibi,ing effect of excess Anc built up at the surface by photolysise"" or to the ncd for

longer recovery times to re.establish equilibrium band.bending after cacti flash. The later

explanation appears to be more probable in view of the observation that oxygen translent

generated at I iin intervals were much more reproducible in the presence of IT'S in'* of

pseous oxygen (cf. Fig. 4). Rapld chamisorption of oxygen after each flash would conmtibut: to

rapid restoration of equilib.iurn band.bending. Abzn of ,.nifc,,n, nhnysis of titanium

dioxide facilitated observations of the post.flash depletion of oxygen from the gas phase which

persisted for up to 20 s. Since a collision rate of ca. 3 x 10"1 s" would be calculated for oxygen

molecules with the geometric area of the flash illuminated TiO, sample, whereas a net number
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of 5 x 10" paramagnetic surrace Ti" centres are readily attainable for the titanium dioxide
used." the long depletion times are readily explicable as the time needed for gas.phase oxygen
to collide and react with Ti* centres created by the flash. Very slow post.flash restoration of
electronic equilibrium at TiO, surfaces is also consistent -ith repiortedly low electronic
mobilities.*

3. Pho(tofecx lnvolving Mokeuki Ohfr'han Oxygen

A. INTRODUCTION

In the above considerations of photoeffects at Os#ZnO* and Os(TiOs* interface, it
became clear that important parameters were the number and sign of charged species present
at these intef[acs. cerhemisorptlon of various molecules onto 7inc oxide or titanium dioxide
may (1) leave these parameters unaffected (weuk chcmisorption); (i0 increase the extent of
negativc charge on the surface and so dcplee tle number of electrons mobile in the conduction
band of the solid (depletve chcnisorption); or (iii) increase the amount of positive charge on
the surface and so incrcase the number of electrons in the conduction band (cumuldiv
chemitsorption). Depletively chlenlusorbed molecules might be expected to exhibit photode.
sorption erfects similar to those noted for oxygen. Photoeffects different both in kind and in
magnitude fron those noted with oxygen might be expected ror molecules which experience
weak or cumulative chemisorption on zinc oxide or ttantium dioxide. Detailed information
on the form of chcinsorlition cxhibiticd by various molecules on zinc oxide and titanium
dioxide at room temperature wa, therefore, most desirable In selecting molecules likely to
exhibit photosorption. photocatalysis or phowoassisted reaction under flash illumination. Such
information is available in the literature concerning very few mo!eculcs and reports by various
%%orkcrs do not always agree. Chemisorption of hydrogen onto zinc oxide is a case in point.
sinco some reports claim that hydrogcn does not chemiorb %into zinc oxide at room tempera-
lure" but other workcrs" " espouse several forms ofrchcrnisorption,

Despite criticisms by sonic workers," techniques involving measured changes in thie
electrical conductivity of zinc oxide and titanium dioxide when gases adsorb have been
extensively used as a convenient indicator as to whether various molecules experience weak,
cumulative or depletive chemisorption. On the basis of this criterion, there is fairly general
agreement that hydrogen experiences cumulative chemisorption. On balance, available
conductivity data" 11 indicate that ethanol molecules, like hydrogen, experience cumulative

lichmisorption on zinc oxide, although the relative proportions of dissociative and non-
dissociative chcmisorption are not clear. Consequently, the interfaces I-I,/ZnO and CIIOHf
ZnO represent a pair likcly to carry excess positive surface charge as a result of chemisorption
in the dark. figur%, I(b) should then accurately describe these interfaces in collective-clectron
terms. The downward bending of bands near these interfaces should favour migration of
photogencrated holes towards the interior of zinc oxide und of electrons towards the itectfce.
'This is the converse to processes at OjtZnO" interfaces. Consequently, dlffercnces both il
kinetics and in efficiency or photoeffects (e.g. photosorption processes) are to be expected
between these systems and the OS/ZnO* system. The literature on photoeffcts In Ii/ZnO is
limited to reports that hydrogen experiences photoadsorption and photoassisted II/D
exchanges'" over zinc oxide under continuous illumination and to observations that pre-adsorbed
oxygen or hydrocarbons give rise to aUditional apparent photoadsorpi|on." Reported studies of
photoeffccts in ethanol/zinc oxide systems have mainly dealt with the hih reactivity of the
ethanol molecules towr-rds photogencratcd holes'I 4- and have largely been carried out with
zinc oxide in contact with aqueous phases containing ethanol. it Is clear front these studies that,
for illuminated CallOl1/ZnO interfaces, photoassisted oxidakion of ethanol molecules must
be taken into consideration as well as possibilities for photosorption.

Conflicting claims have been made, based on electrical conductivity data, on the nature
of.adsorption of carbon monoxide or water onto zinc oxide. Older reports' generally rcfcr to
carbon monoxide experiencing cumulative chemisorpuion similar ta hydrogen but it has recently
been claimed" for clean zinc oxide surfaces that carbon monoxide experiences depletive
chcmisorption detectable even at 10"*N m' pressure of carbon monoxide. If these latter reports
are correct, then CO/ZnO systems could be expected to exhibit photodesorption similar to
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that repotted here for 0,/ ZnOl.
Published rescarchd front the authors' laboralofies have shown that some pol)atonlc gas

molecules -'hwlh exhibt depletive chemlisorption on zinc oxide, viz. nitrous oxide. incth)l
todide.-do and mcltyl chloride und.rgo photo.'ststed gasvsolid ractions", Thunis utrous oxide
expcrnicces photoasgstcd dssociation mainly ;o the product N,. %%tile adsorbed 0' fragment
ions remain and ncgatlvcIy bias the N,0.ZnO interface. Contributions hy hydrogen-containing
sur ra e sies to a net phowassistcd reaction was dcnonstratcd by predominance or CDlI (and
C).) in the methane product front photoassistcd reaction bctleen CDjl and UV illuminated
zinc oxide." The results correlated well with IR studies or surface hydroxyl concentration."
Stone has recently correlated the activity of titanium dioxide surfaces %ith the hydroxyl
concentration'" and the influence or hydroxyls and of adsorbed water has been studied by
photoconductivity and therniogravinetri¢ techniques.1"

Some infornation is also available on the nature of adsorption and photoeffects
exeraen.ed by simple hydrocarbons ovcr iii u-..:.tcd iJnc oxide and titanium dioxide. or
methane rnd ethane, slow activated cheminsorpltion has been reported in the dark, anl
photoadsorption is reported for methane. Differing surface heterogeneities in various samples
may be responsible for ap'peptly conflicting clains concerning cthylcne adsorption on zinc
oxide, ,ahich Kokes clot claim to be rapid and reversible, %%title other wofrkers exclude tishlcnc
from lists" of moltule experiencing rapld chemisorption or attribute" irreversible poisoning
effects to Cal I.. Selective photocatalysed partial oxiuation of butanes to aldehydes and ketones
has been well documented over titanium dioxide, which also exhanccs oxidation of ethylene
and propylene.

B. EXPERIMIE.NTAL

The dynamic mass spectrometer system was utilized in a similar mannek to that employed
for studying oxygen transients, except that transients were monitored at each integral r/e aluce-
usually between I and 50 at 4 Miz r.f. It soon became apparent that meaningful study of
transienti t rle 44. 28. 18. 16 or 12 was not possible using quartz or Kodial envelopes because
peaks similar to those shown in Fig. 6 occurred at these r/e values regardless of %hat sample
was present in the system. These transients corresponded to flash.initiatcd increases of gas
phase components in the hilgh.vacuum system with these n/ values. Transients of similar time
profiles but reduced peak height occurred even when no metal oxide or gas was present and
the system pressure was < ION n'. For obvious reasons, they are termed 'system transients'
and are attributed to flash.initiated desorption of carbon oxides and water from internal
surfaces of the vacuum system. With the metal oxidetquartz samples in position, these
'system -transicnts' were largest for light incident via a quartz window, smaller by factors ca. 0.A
with a Kodial window and absent (with the exception of r/e 28. 16 and 12) when either the
quartz or Kodial window was wrapped around with a appropriatcgelatine filter (Wratten 38A)
which excluded most UV and IR photons. Parallel behaviour of system transient% at rW/e 2.
16 and 12 supported their assignment to carbon monoxide. Since this was a major component
of residual gases in the stainless steel high.vacuun system, presence of a carbon monoxide
transient was hardly surprising.

Possible photosorption effects involving

11C"0, "N,"O, "No, "C"O, 1,"O or "1Cih

were, however, excluded from meaningful study using Kodial or quartz windows, owing to the
coincidence of their major ion fragments with the system transients. Photosorpdion and
other photocffects could, however, be studied by selecting molules whose major Ion fragments
did not coincide with system transient, e.g.

!I2. Do. "N"N"O. CMH6OH or CeDOD

The procedure involved establishing a steady state pressure, ca. 10'-10"3N n-, of the chosen
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mas over the tinc oxide or tilnaun dioxid sutfikve as a domkinl babiLnce bcsiepn as dmistmnon
througlh a %ariable leak valve and removal by the Ion ltunp, With the mas spectromnctr
minually set to the peMk of an appropriate major ton fragment. (e.g. rWe 45. 31. 29 room
"N"N'1O). time profiles %€ei rwiordeJ for ilash.niatctd dhsangcs in ton c rrent fiom. their
steady slate values. Sln c the resolution of the ma s spectroncter ws not konstant afrots tie
We/c range I-50. resolution )ctting* iere diosn to eniure "Wlo villy' resolution between
ndja."nt pe3kS for the note range or maximunn interest for each gas (e.g. resolution Was
optimited over the region rnole SO- 2A for study of N"N'O)

P* -M P*- 44

i!*"44

0 21 4 % 4 s

l'q 6. tll .0 ope triuc reotdrpts Illustrating the lime profiles of 'sIcm tan.mlctso mMntofrd at
/e vilucs ttoesponsins to C0Y. ( , O and 11,0'. The transicts shown Ie %cre

inittated by puhm incident %ii a quano: envebpc %ith a ihnc oi & sample in positon. S miMr
but snlm3]cr trinsacnts w ere obsrvd ifth tic oud sample was r ,cmovJ,

C. RESULTS

Flash-niraoedriransents in systems exhibiltng depict/re chevelsorprlon

Kes, its of previously published studies with low.intensity long-duration UV illumination
incident on N,O17.O" inOctraces had led to the conclusion that photoassisted conversion to
N,(g) and 0'(ads) was important at this interface." The existence of system transients at rnWe
44. 28. 16, 14 and 12 effectively prevented meaningful study of photoassisted conversion of
normal NO to N, + /2Co. Use of "N"N"O lifted the coincidence of parent and fragment
ions with system transients at re 44 and 28 and allowed the parent ions of nitrous oxide at
rle 45 (W"N"N"O'j, or of nitrogen products at rWe 29 (8"N"NI), to be studied without
interference from system transients. Figure 7 demonstrates that opposite transient effects were
observed when identical flashes were incident on "N"'N"O/ZnO and changes were monitored at
role 45 ot 29. respectively. For these experiments "N"N"O was flowing at room temperature
at a steady state pressure of 8 x 10'N m" over a zinc oxide surface previously baked out
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in ivtiwoj C'.1tN n 11 ror4 11 at 19V( The uppir trace or hg1 7(h) demtonstrates aflsh
initiated dlerea In %Ignal levcl at1 mle45.,.onsrvcnt % lilt rhotoaLsted depiction or nil rous
oxide resure. P.., This depiction pcsc fr~ times greater than 8 s artect thlt Mill1 The
loiher trace demonstrate exa.tlv onverse flash'.nsitited behasiouf for tons with titl 29. as
%ould be expe%,c If photomssste depletion or 'N'N"O resulted in formation or "N"N
i3irdirg to e.t

~'0' +( * v - "N"S- 1 1 204

Heslution *Aas better than 14r 6 %au1Wcy'tween adicnt pcaks and no cwrjpaate tratlsients
%crc observedl riont rre~h ist oxmde %uiraceat tttleO. .19 or 31 %hen tilt sin oxide subvtritic
wta* fliilunitnatcd through quartz prior to Cxposure to "N'NI'0 Futhler confrimalson
thti~ the: effects shw~i n IFig, 7(bj were real and iharacictst, or the mIumunated 'WN N() n
Inter a,,c. rather thvo cSrwtlcital artiracts. kame~i fron lte observation l tht %1rr ing out an
iWentikal set or rfixourei for light icit onl "NVNVO TiO# interfacs did not 4Jan
Nuch transient% Thii was* in agreement wit prtosi rcrts-" th~u photoassstel sisocation M1
nirous cixid: does not o%;ur oser titmfluni dioxie and it denionstrated condlusiscly that the
IrAnWIVn~s diJ liit originate from i te sac'iim systemor Ofrront direct photolvsus of tile "N'C)

,% point or intcrest for the flash-ihlumainatcd "'VO,0 /nO* system was the question
of wthether or not oxvgera rcined adsorWe on the zinc oxide 0'- acordanm %tit the
swttimery or e.1 05j, Flasi illumnation throughthe quc Iartz enlvelope did not permit
unettuisocal an%%wers to this question. beviuse the oxlcn transient from photolvais of lte Zinc
oxie sufac sw.v%%amped any sinaI! add~uional oxygen. such as would t" eqlutvalclrn to the "&NN
detctedc. Table 2 tilwta.rated that use or a U.rvten 38A rilitr fc~aced to zero any oxygen
tranisient at ti/n f2romt photolysi or zinc; oxide and new tests confirmed that no fl-
Initated trani at itle 2 was detecd %%it this, filter in position either frron a Ifrtl*zink:
oxide surfacev or trom: the "N'NC). 1AU system K' steady state conditions. U~oweser. whein
flashes became Incident through liti filter onto a rzin oxide surface prrviout/ 1,64as Illuminated
through quartz with "N'N51. present. a readily measurable transient was detected at We 12
'tits oxvgen transient I% atitibuted to oxygen produced at lte NQA 1n0* Inter face during
flash Illumination and later photodesorbed by light Incident through the Wrtatten M8A filter.
These observations lend further support to the siew that dissociation did occur according to
(4) tit the NC). IAn0 v.steru.c

Another phiotolstic pathway which mevited study for the "N"N'0 system is indicated
by eql. (6) 0hi1 corresponds to bimoelecular head-to-head interacts=n

"Ns()""N'Oa NN1eC)ads) 10 VI-,.00 N 2t,"N"W~s) (61

An important role had been suggested ror 0' ins initiating reaction% siilar to (7)I an pres*ious
studies," 41 Since formation or this species has% also been suggested on zinC oxide Sur races.
occurrence or (7) appeared possible and should lead to "N"O. flas-ittlaed transient$ at
tile 31 wAere therefore examined. Wkaring in ind that ion fragmients rrom t"N'"N"Or'
contribuie to ion signals %it title 31. tog-ther with parent ions from possible "N'1O piodu4.1s.
it was to be expected that this ton signal should demonstrate more complex flash-i:ated

* behiaviour than that or NO' or Ns* Such comp!hx behaviour is iilu~r~Zed in Fig. 7(c). %%here
it may be noted that an initial flash-inated increAse in signal level occurred (rong thresteady
state value rit times ca. 200 ins after the flash, but that this was later succeded by a %hnwer
decay tn values below thle pre-flash level at times between I s and 8 s arter the flash. This lat'-'r
slow decrease is consistent with, and has a sliilar time profile to. tile long persistence or flash.~
initiated depletion or P' ("N"WO) after the flash. which is Illustrat.ed in Fig. 7(b). A -ifferenit
process must, however. be responsible for the initial rapid Increase in Ion current evident
in h-g. 7(c) at times cai. 200 ins after the flash. Fast photodesorption or thle "N"0 product
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4) 1.(5)

(b) (d)

Ft. 7, O'tlloscoc trce recmoains, or mats spe'tral m a bmc ns on "-N"I"OZnO sys tms.
(a) Ma s sprmvum of "N"N"O *as bWifoe contact ,Ith u nO. Spectrum run at identical settinp
to those usd roN (b). C) and (d). (b) Up" trce : time Oforilt. nitOred at a sensaiity o 10
mV, div. of thc ftlch-initate decreae In ton culrent at e/ 45. C'N"N"O') combincd 'ith
the time ptoile (lower IrMC)of the fl-h.initited Inceats in ionk c ftnt at m f29t ,INIj
monitored at the same smsitivity. The pulse- wre incident onto an N&,OoZnO interface at a
piessure of I x IO'N m -1. (c) Tine profile of liAsh-initited changes in the a.I curcrnt
monitoici with a sensitiity or s mV 'dsv at Mle 31 (Micsponding to "N"O') (or lOht lnodcnt
onto the NOinO intacc at a resure of * x 10'N nv', (d) Ttme profile or flshinitited
trantit, from same MuiO su'fat as ued in (C) e.Ctpt that thc IprIS NO %a1 pumped
aAy from the presioutly flash-lluminated surface prior to this flath.

formed via (6) was suspected and. since publishd O..R work' Indicated that nitric oxide chemi-
sobs onto the surface or 3inc oxide, it appeared powl*t that snic fraction of any "N"O
so produced might remain or, the Ainc oxide surface after flash illumination. This possibility
was tested by pumping away all gas.phase nitrous oxide and then looking for a flash.initizid
transient at r/e 31. Figure 7!d) illustrate the time profile of the flash.tnitiated transient
thn obsesed. No such transient at re 31 was observed from Jnc oxide surfavs prior to
exposure to "N"N"O. Como.isi. of Fig. 7(c) with Fig. 7(d) confirms that the fWt initial
increase in ion current at n/ 31 had a similar time profile with or without gas.phase "'N"N"O
present during the Ilsh This is consistent with assignment of this 'last' compoe t or the
transiknt to phoodksportlon otn"O from su-facaS were it was formed by reaction or"N"N1O
with flash Illuminated Anc oxide.

The system CDlr/.no was briely investigated as another eample of one exhibiting
depletive chcmisorptlon." Since methyl iodidc.di adversely affected the electron multiplier,
the flow of reactant ilithyl iodidc.da over the zinc oxide catlayst surface was trapped by a
liquid nitrogen cooled baffle (LNB ir Fig. 2), so that o'nly products not condensable at 77 K
would be passed to the mass spectrometer for analysis and detection. According to previous
results, mcthane.d, should be one such prodoct, but flash illuminatin of CDsl/ZnO" in
these conditions did not yield a transient at r/e 20. However. a readily measurable transient
was detected at rnle 19, Indicating flash.initiated production of CDH over the CDl/ZnO
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lrnefscc. This result rcs%-mblcs that obtained *andcr continuous illumlinatlion'Ahich lointed to
an imrortwat role ofhydrogen-containing surface sites In the phnosstod formatio.e of CDJlI
from LIV-illumlnated CDl/ZnO systcms.ks

Evidence prtientcd recently by McArthur, Miiss and Bult Idcntiried acctaldchyde as
another speckes espcrke.clri; s.-ang tirpkcive chernisorption on zin! oxide and exhibiting rspid
sk-orptiori in some corvitions.1" Ast:.adystatc uccsalddcl pressure of lRr'N in' %2s.
therefore. established ovir a prol~ousiv outgasscd ncw zinc oxide surface ror 60 min to eniabic
somt such dcpletise cliensitorption to proceed in the CHI.Ci1O/1n systemt prior to flash
illumination. When thc datk-ttullhbratcd CI 11CIIO0ZnO initface was t15cn flash-llluminated
through a kodIAl window. Itnsicat increascs; in full current with longer rise times and decay
tsmes than those shown In Fig. 3 or fig. 6 were measured (cf. Flj. 9d) at many rn/c N-Alucs and
4rc summarized In Fig. S. The total height of eachi column at any rn/c value In that figurc
represents the maimumn increase in ion curent achieved (within ca. 200 mns) in the 0:11c
Profile or 2 nub-hinitiated transient monitored experimentally at that rn/c value. Figure 8
th~us rpvxnts a mass&, histogram, the 'intensity vs. rn/c pattern' of which is determined by
compatition or additional gas rekised into the gas phase above the flash-Illuminated surface.
Such reWrcentations will here be termed fiash histograms', An attem.pt is made in Fig. 8. i0
illustrate the extent t.) which a,/cdistribution ini the flash histogram could N- accounted for by
flash-inistec dewiotion of aceialdchyde. For this purpose the flash histogram was compared
w~ith~ the rn/c distribution observed expcrinicnta~ly from gascou awcalddaydc at Identical mass
spectrometer settings. These t~o rn/c distribut ions have been normnalized in Fig. 8 at rn/c 29.
The proportion of each column height at other rn/c values which is shown blacketaid-in on
Fig. 8 then represents the exe.nt to %.hih observed transients were accounted for by flash.
desorbed acetaldechydc. Sysmte transients accotint For apparent lack of agreement at rn/c 12,
16, 18, 28 and 44. Inspection of Fig. 8 at othttr rn/c values shwws sufficient agreement to
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f7g. &'FI~h histogram' or species release into thn gas phase from a C1I,CfHOr1Aos interface by
flash Illumination through a Kodiall glass envelp at a pressure of IVN in"'. 71c toit column
height den-e the mIaximum inmrame In lo. cusrent me-asured at the inei;.ited Mle value ca. IM0-

20 t after [fit flash. Filed-lo heights denotc the extent to which the obscrved changes in
ion current ran Ir. accowse for by photdeoon of C1 C01O unchanged fron t he suirlace.
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support the conclusion that photadesorbed acctaldchyde is the najor component of the lases
released tram the flash-illuminatcd CIi,CliOJZn01 intertace. Actaldchyde thus resembles
oxygen both in depletivcly chenisorbing on zinc oxide and In photodesotbing from it
chemically unchanged.

Ilash.Inftlated trarnsknis Insystems x hi bifing curnulaffv chemfrorption

DWd.InO. A brier examinatiou was made at the (Drn.*)1n) Interface as that most likely
to carry cumulatively chcmisorbed species at room temperature prior to flash Illumination.
lndium-doped zinc oxide was selected tar this study because of reports that doping with
tervalent Ions enhanced rapid hydrogen chemisorption.11 Fresh samples of indium-doped
zinc oxide on quartz substrates were well-outgasscil at 350"C under high vacuum (10'IN in")
and later exposed to l0"N m *, pressure ortdeuterium at room tcnmperturc. Flash Illumination
incident onto the DsiZnO.ln Interface through a quartz window produed no transient
chinges in signal level at rnecA. The higher resolution settings of the mass spectrometer needed
to achieve <5e valley between adjacent peaks at We/ 4, 3 and 2, reduced the sensitivity of th-e
system below that achieved In studying transients tram O,/ZnOl or NaO/ZnOl. Nonv.theless,
this absence of any flah-initlated transient changes at We/cA was surprsing In view of litcrature
reports" that hydrogent photoadsorhi onto zinc oxide. Small flash-inilated transients were
observed at rn/ 2 with rise times of 60 ins, but It appeared possible that these originated from
molecular hydrogen pr oduced via photolysis of hydrogen-contalning surface hydroxyls. Since
It appeared probable thAt surface hydroxyls would be numerically mare abundant on a sample
of pure zinc oxide (SP.S00) because or its greater specific surface area, a sample of 7.nO.SP50O
was flash Illuminated under similar cant tions to those used for the indlum-darped zinc oxide.
In preparing this zinc oxide sample, the powdered catalyst was boiled with deutcrated water
to promote HID cschange And obtain some surface hydroxyls of the farm OD*. Subsequent
heat treatment and out~assing in vaaao were performed In the usual manner prior to flash
Illumination. nuah-lnitlited transients at rn/cA,4 3 and 2 were observed from this sample with
rise times at 60 ins. Appearance of transients at We/ 4 and 3 In addition to the transient at
We/ 2, which alone appeared tor the ZnO-ln sample prepared from a slurry In water, was

consistent with production at HiD and a little D, via photolysis ot somne surface hydroxyls ot
form OW~ on the zinc oxide sample boiled In deuterated water. Flash Illumination of this
latier-samplc after introd uction ot deuterium above the solid In the high-vacuuni system
yielded no flash-initiated transient at ir./c 4 but did yield a transint of new time profile at
We/ 3. This had a rise time of 500 ms, as compared with the 60 mns rise time for the HiD
productd via photolysis. A component with the longer rise time was also apparent In the flash-
Initiated transient at rn/ 2 but nothing appeared at in e 4. These preliminary observations on
the D,/ZnO* system appear consistent with occurrence ot a relatively slow WiD exchange
Involving interaction ot previously abso.-bed deuterium with surface hydroxyls slits (Ot*)',,
activated by the flash.

Elhanol/ZnO and TiO,. Ethanol had been reported as undergoing cumulative chemil.
sorption onto zinc oxide. Ethanol/ZnOl system were first examined by the dynamic mass
spectrometric technique without any other pas-phase species present in an effort to determine
the extent to which the alcohol molecules themselves exhibited photosorption or photoassisted
surface reactions. Blank experiments witht light tram the flash-tube transmitted through a
quartz envelope into the vacuum system containing a steady state prcssure (7 X 10"N mn') of
ethanol showed no flash-Initlated enhancement of ions at rn/c 31, 27 or 26. This absence of any
flash-initiated photolysis of ethanol, or of desorp.,lon by ethanol-related species from the
quartz or metal walls ot the vacuum system, made It appear feasible to examine flash-
Initiated processes for CaHsOH/ZPO* samples using a quartz window. A time profile of

* flash-initiated changes in ion current ht We/ 31 from its stable valtie detected prior to the

flash Is Illustrated in Fig. 9(a). This rrile indicates that the mokeular species responsible for
the flash-initiated transient at rn/ 31 experienced, firstly, a relatively fast photodesorptian
process and secondly a slower process wHich persisted for longer than 8 s and resulted in an

overalllowrin of thaol resure n te sste attime I to8 safte th flsh.Tim
profiles of transients at ri/c values for other major ion fragments characteristic of ethanol
(e.g. We/ 2.9 and 27) also showed the two major features aV Fig. 9(a), i.e. initial fast flash.
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Fig. 9. Oscilloscopc trace recordings illustrating transient changes in the ion current Initiated by light
pulses incident onto ctlianolfmctal oxide inlet rfaces. (a) Transient (monitored with a sensitivity
or so mVidiv) at rle 31 for flashes incident via a quartz envclope onto a CaliOil/ZnO"
Interface. (b) Transient (monitored witl sensitivity 20 mV/div) at r/e 30 for (lash incident v ia
Kodial glass envelope onto a .jD)%OD/TiO,* interface. (c) Parti3l mass scan or ion franmcnts
front gases present in the vacuum systan ca. 200 ms after the flash-initiated release of
acetaldchyde into the gas phase from a ClhIOl DTO,* interface. The lovcr mass spectrum
was ,akcn vithout flash. That marked flash' was timed to &%ccp through r/e 43,Z00 ins after
the flash. (d) Transient at r/e 34 uonitored at a sensitivity or 20 mV/div ror light incident
onto a c,r1ot)/ZnO interface via a Kodial glass envelope.

initiated desorption and slow persistent depletion or alcohol from the gas phase over the
flash.illuminated zinc oxide surface for times longer titan 8 s after the flash. Furthermore, if
gas.phtase ethanol was pumped away frout a CallOlt/ZnO system and ite surface then
flash illuminated, the observed time profiles showed the fast, flash.initiated pluotodesorption
at ne 31. 29 or 27 attributable to preadsorbed ethanol but not the slow persistent depletion.
rite latter greatly resembled he depletion of gas phase oxygen shown in Fig. 5 for Oj/TiO,*
or of gas.phase nitrous oxide shown in Fig. 7 for "N"N"O/ZnO, and may likewise be
attributed to reaction of ettanol with the previously illuminated metal oxide sut face. Conditlon
favouring the initial fast photodesorption processes and minimizing the slower reaction of
ethanol with lte flash.illuminated surface were achieved by utilizing a cylindrical illumination
window or Kodial glass ratlter titan quartz. In these conditions each measured transient
corresponded to r flash.initiated increase in ion current rising to its maximum at between
100 and 200 ms arter the fash witiout depletion after the flash, (cf. Fig. 9b). Peak heights of
transients measured with experimenttally identical conditions (except that n/e was set to a
different value prior to successive flashes) are assembled into I,4sh histograms in Figs. 10(a)
and (c). These display the rn/e distribution ot ion fragments characterizing gases released
into the gas phase within ca. 200 its front C3DOD/ZnO" and CD 5OD/TiO,* interfaces,
respectively. Also shown in Fig. 10 for comparison with these flast histograms is a mass
spectrum of ethtanol.do recorded with identical instrumental settings but for alcohol vapour
which itad not contacted the metal oxide. Marked differences between the flash histograms
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and the mass spectrumn in Fig. 10 demonstrate conclusively that, unli)e the Cil1 CIIOIZnO
case (cr. Fig. 8), which photodesorbed without significant chemical change in the originally
adsot:bd moieculcs. the flash.illuminated CDOD/ZnO" and CADOD/TiO ° systcms
released gass dominated by components othcr than the originally adsotbed cthanol.d,.

f p p I P i i 
'
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OLLihJ~~
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fg. 10. (a) Flash histogram showing intensity vs. rn/e pattern for transient changes In Ion current
initiatcd by light pulss Incident via a Kodial glass envelope onto a ZnO surf a under a ptessure
or 3 x IN m"r or CDOD. (b) Oscilloscope trace recording of the mass spectrum of
CIDOD(g) at pressure 3 x 10"N m"w measured with similar QMS settings to those used in (a).
(c) Similar to (a) but for the CDOD/TjO inter ace at pressure 3 x I°N m" .
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Figure 10 thus provided go'od evidence for exitensive photoassistcd reaction between
ethanol and zinc oxide or titanium dioxide surfaces even. when flash-illuminated through a
Rodial envelope. Comparison of the mass distribution in mass histograms In ['ig. 10 with that
shown in Fig. 8 for the acctaldchydefZnO* systemi revvcaled sufficient similarities to suggest
that flashi.dcsorbed acetaldehyde was also t imajor component or gasecleased from thse
ethanol/mectal oxide systems (in compar ing Fag. 8 with Fag. 104, Allowance must be made for
the cffects or deuterium substitution on the CsDOD flash histograms). An experitnental test
or this idea for the cthanol"rAQ system was devisecd as follows. Aco rding to the flash,
histogram for this system (c t. Fag. 106) suitable mass spectrometer settings were available which
enhanced flash-initiated transients in the rn/c 40-SO value range much above contributions made
by Ion fragments of cthznol in that region. Figure 8 shows that flais-desorbCd acctaldchyde:
should contribute significant trasictnts at in/c 44. 43. .42 and 41. Consequently. if acealdebyde
was a major component of thac flash-Initiated gase.s, a mass swan through the regtion rn/c 45-40
at ca. 200 ins after incidence or a flash onto a CAI 1&O1 If'iOs system should show n enhane-.
ment or peak heights at rn/c 44-41 relativo to scanning prior to the flash. Figure 9(c)
demonstrates that ste expected enhancement ,nt rn/ 44 and 43 were obtained for a Cal 1,011/
TaO, system flash Illuminated throught Kod',al. Pliotoassisted dehydrogecnation of ethanol to
acetaldehyde is thus confirmed as an important photocffect at the flash-illuminated ethanol/
TaOso interface. With this Identification in mind, re-inspection or Figs. 10(a) and ic) reveals
the expected large transient at rn/c 30 due to the major Ion rrmgments (CDO') expected frorn
any CDCIIO produced by phostodehydrogenation of CsDsOD. P~hoto-produced CD3CDO
should also give rise to transientsa or n/c48 and rn/c46, which would correspond to CD1,CDO'
and CD,CDO', but their very smiall ia~nitudc Indicates that not allot the transients at ml/c30
can originate: front acetaldehyile. Photodcsorptioti or alcohol, which would also contribute
transients with rn/c 30, Is another 'probable process. In view of oocurrenice of significa:,it
transients at rn/c 34. 33. fl and 28 with relative prop~rtions similar to those evident in the
mass spectrum of CADOD (compare Fig. l0b with Fig. 10 a or c). Ethanol photodesorption
and dchydrogeniation are thus indicated at Its Interface with flash-illuminated zinc oxide or
titanium dioxide. Problems In further defining the relative importance of these and other
photoassisted processes at there interraces are considerable, and derive in part from the
poss-bility or selective desorptio3n or one species and in part fromt the possible role of surface
impurities such as hydroxyls in modifying surface photoeffects. It is relevant to summarize
our expecrimental observationss onl the Influence of surface sites and surface species upon total
magnitude of such photoeff,4cts.

Inforniadon on possble roles of surface hydroxyls was sought In the first instance by
comparing the flash histograms obtained using ethanol-ds containing 511' D&O with thosc
shown in Fig. 10 and obtained using anhydrous cthanolAd. It was exrpected that the Do)
component wouid be cliemisorbed, at least in part, as hydroxyls onto the previously w';lI.
oulgasscd zinc oxide or titanium dioxide surface. Flash histograms from the ((',%OD + D,.)),
TiOso system showed no -ignificant change fromt the tranrsients summarized In Fig. 10(c), whsicl
was unexpected in view of previous reports that surface hydroxyls assisted photo-oxidition
of isopropanol over titanium dioxide exposed to continuous Illumination.' The nsagnits~d of
transients in the (C, D&OD + D10)/7.nO* system was, however. reduc-d to between 2011t and
S0t't of the values observed with Anhydrous CID,OD/ZnOl, thus suggesting an inhibiting
effect of surface hydroxyls upon photoeffects In thissyt.

Adsorption-desorption experiments with etlianol/ZnO and cthanol/TiO, systems
using the vacuum electromicrobalance at ethanol pressures of l0r'-10N mit established
that adsorption at room temperature obeyed Freundlich isotherms. Extrapolation of these
isotherms to the actual pressures, 101-10*N in", used in the flash-illumination experiments
yielded estimates of equilibrium coverage. These would correspond to only O.2115e of the
surface sites of zinc oxidc being oecupied by ethanol molecules Arid 2.S5'. of the sarface sites
on titanium dioxide being o-ccupied at- 10"'N n"I pressure. The magnitude of the transients
fromt the CzD,OD/TiO,* system (Fig. 10c) do not show greater phoioeffecrs equiv~alent to this
greater equilibrium coverage. The possibility was therefore, inVestigated that ethanol
molecules strongly ch-zmnisorbed onto a few active sites werr, mainly re~pon-jibile for thc
observed photoeffecls. For these investigations, cutgassed surfaces of zinc oxilJe or titanium
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dioxide -Acre exposed to ethanol at 10"N in I'ror 30-360 min and then lte gas.pliase ethanol
%as pumipedaway for periods of from I to 18 ht. Surfaces thus preexaposed to ethanol were then
flash illuminated and the observed transient assembled into flash histogranms. 'These showed
qualitative sinilarities, to lte Ilsh histograms measured -After ethanol %vpour wasi present.
e. g. parent and I rAgment ion% o r acetaldehyde were clea rly evident, buitt over-all thle t ransient s
were reduced in magnitude by 140-9(ilro. Tile hiStoraMS 3l%0 Showed COMPOnents 46orrepOnd.
ing to flashdeisorption or ethanol. flhus making clear thre existence of strongly adsorbed
molecules on the interraces even after prolonged pumping.

.4. Conclusion

The results described were mainly concerned with phooefrcts produced by flashes or UV
light incident upon zinc oxide or titanium dioxide surfaces In the prescnce of a single reactant
gas (not oxyllcn). Therefore. true photocatalysed reactions btweit two or imore gates over
the illuminated interfaces were not observed. Neverthlss, a wide range or effects was
observed, including: photolysis or hydrollcnicontaining, surface groups: photoassisted I1,1)
exchange in Ds/Z.nO" systemis; photodcsorption, or acetaldehyde and ethanol; photoassisted
reduction or nitrous oxide or nicthyl iodide and photoassisted oxidation or ethlanol via
chemical reaction with the flash-activated surfaces. The results demonstrate the great utility or
the present dynamic mass spectrometric technique ror distinguishing such processes In cases
where two or these pliotoerrects. proceeded simultaneously but wlith different reactioo velocities
at the flash-Illuminated surfaces (e.g. fast photodesorption of nitric oxide product from
N,0/ZnO* interfaces was readily tiie-resolved front depletion of nitrous oxide by slow
chemical reaction with ZnOl; and fast release of I ID via photolysis of surface OH and OD
Sroups on zinc oxide was readily distinguished fremn slower production of Ill) via Interaction
of adsor bed deuterium~ with light-activatcd surface hydroxyls). This aspect of the technique is
capable of further developmt1P In future studies.
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PhotociTects involving Oxygen-18 at Flash-illuminated
ZnO and TiO: Surfaces

BY JOSEPI Ct " hNCIAM" I. DoVu A%.D N. SAMMAN
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The cxtent of sutfccovr'e of TiO, and 'akiou$ ?neoltla bychcniorbcd ox)Vcn is conipred
%ith tclativa clkkncks for p.towc~orption ow o'O. as inkihtej by $0 # IIhz putses and measurwd
by a d)vn3mk mus spcitromncr tedmnique. The resun can be undertood Mdthln the fmc %ork
of the lkwroni theory.

In an emrlier publication, we considered the possible rcvance of Localised Surface
Site and E cironic and Theory models to real surrfle.s or semiconducting ZrnO
and TiO2 and to photoeffccts produced at such surfaces by 5045 pulses of u.v. photons.
FExp-rinientil details and preliminary resuits were presented ror a dynamic mass
spectromeler techniqu- capable or monitoring time.profles for release or species into
the gas phase above the flash-illuminated metal oxide surfaces. Murm recent results
or this technique, obtained by use or oxygen enriched in 1"0. are presented in this
Note and are briefly considered in the narrow context or agreement or disagreement
with the previously-presented Electronic Band Theory model of ZnO Lnd TiOl
surfaces., I.

Electronic band theory descriptions or oxygen chemisorption 3's onto the n.type
semiconducting solids ZnO and TiO, envisage conversion of sonic fraction of physi-
cally absorbed oxygen, to Oi (ads), and possibly 0(ads), through localisation of
electrons from the conduction band or from surface donors in thermal equilibrium
with this band, i.e. (Ia) followed by (lb) or (1c).

0(s) TI O.(ads) OIn)

Oa(ads) ,- O(ads) (1b)

On(ads) va O'(ads) +O(ads). (Ic)
In this study a Sartorius vacuum microbalance was used to obtain estinacs of the

extent of surface coverage by physically adsorbed or chemisorbed oxygen, these being
distinguished experimentally on the basis that only the formcr was reversibly removed
upon pumping off gas-phase oxygen at room temperate. Results arm entered in
table I for TiOa and for three types of zinc oxide selected because of widely different
concentrations, tl,, of conduction band electrons.5 Nelt weight increases registered
by samples when equilibrated with various oxygen pressures in the range 10.250 N m-2

were too small for accurate measurement with Li-ZnO, For pure ZnO and [n-ZnO,
total weight increases varied with pressure approximately in accordance with the
Freundlich isotherm. The reversible nature of most oxygen adsorption on these
solids at room temperature was demonstrated by removal >90 ;/. of the adsorbed
oxygcf, ujui, evacurAtion. This is termed O(rev). Restoration of sample weight to

1495
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1498 PItOTORrFECTS ON OXIDE SURFACES

determined with potassium ferrioxnlate aetinometer. These very low elllcencies
would be consistent with either the interaction or the small surface coverage by
On(chem) with holes via (.a) or with excitons via (3b).

O;'(ntls)+h -# O(ads) (0a)
0; (ads) + (e-t) -, O,(nds) +c. (3b)

The symbol 0; (ads), %%here x - 2 or I is uvcd to retain the genemlity of the nature of
clemisorbed oxygen. Regardless of its exact nature, our values or O(chenl) in
table I indicated that the extent ofsurface coverage by O;(ads) varied In the sequence
TiOa > In-ZnO > ZnO > Li-ZnO. The same sequence is followed for the
relative tckticies of 10, photodsorption (cf. the last row or table I) and this
would be expected if surfnce coverage by O;(ods) determined the efficiency of process
(3a) or (3b) in competition with electron-hole recombination.

The time profile in fig. I for release of 16O= to the ga, phase following flash-
excitation of the "O2irnetal oxide interrace illustrates that flash dsorption of "O..
was not inediate. hi s follows from the fact that observed rls-time to 6 a%
cn. 0.2s nt We - 36 for these 11O,(mctal oxide' interfaces, whereas response.time
or the system, as demonstrated by htudics on other systems, was very much faster
with mininum rise-timcs, -0.02s. The observed slow release of 410, to the gas
phase could not arise directly from (3b), in view of short exciton lientimes. Slow
release could, however, arise if O,(ads) produced by (3b) or (3a) dcsorbed only slowly
via a thermally.assisted process. Alternatively if the charge-neutralization repre-
sented by (3a) were controlled by slow diffusion of holes to the interface after at flash,
this could also slowly yield molecular oxygen. These.nternatives have not been
resolved by this study.
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Oxyen Intermediates at Flash-illuminated Metal Oxide
Surfaces studied by Dynamic Mass Spectrometry

J01.91-1 CUSSISON~AN,* IIRL-4AN DOWL, DIUMISJ. NlOuWuAY,
and NtLA SAM.4A.4

Clvcmi'tt7 Depeit*M, UniwesHY COIM COrk, L'16Wn

oxide ctalysts. ArTIcatlion Or a dynamic rm spromeer chlqu yielded finitprorsks of
VM*r-sobed 013t"e in pMMsUrv Of co" i~t of ram ~~ the calalyst swfaces tollowing
ilt',nation % Ith it uY..pube of 50its dutin Mhlliaion Or (!a% F:c, ut /At
in the rttnce or 2 x 10' 1 iN or "OkSue IC n app~rnice of isolopX ly scramble
otyren with jo-flawh rite (Wn or 0-1 S. Evidences 1 pIwm that -%atn"Owl; Stem fromt
Qo Acn-lb intemnvdiates prodokid br sdAa j6*wy of the "MWU aside. Relative .lft csc
for iuw fish-intiated4 moe In ii OXYV#s ame preseWWW for 110In contact with
oxidt of ont-row trans~tOn Metals. Reults of c-xpcrimefs carried OIA with low pmwtsrel of
NtO and*o aliphatic alcoos pment at lta"huttiamt~ zinc aside sutfame ar shown lo be
eoon~critith I'mmtion and trektin or "0 att the pi'bol In~.esa

lNThoutt Mfl4

At SurfAme of zinc oxide tr titaniums dioxide hav been reported to exhibit additional
catalytic activity, relative to the rnoo-illuninated "sern, whesimultaneouisly excos
to ux.-Illuminallon, mtolecular oxygen, and an oxidimble rcacant.-4 Prominent
cxamples or sucht photocatalytic activity ;ncluste oxidation of hydrogen or carbon
inonoxide,'- partial oxidastion of cr-Clo nlkanvs to corresponding -Adechydes or,
kctones'.1 over TiO., and lbe pwooynthes or i I,% In u.-.ilumninised oxyrenated

:ucoias suspensions of tO. A inechanisin rftcentlysu"gatd for this latter proccss by
Dixton '%nd 1 ca% typitlk- one. I-cncrAl hypothesis Concernins these photocataly'lcd
oxidations. -.i= it In',lvs both the formatiotn'.f an active oxygen Intectnediate onyhe
iiietal r*xIdc surfawc iO,* in thAt catse) :and product formiation by reaction berwe'n
oxidilite rcasct~int and the oxygen IntermWediate on the surface The present suidy
airi~pta iiy npyiicaiion or fast detection techniques, to develop informstion on lte
rc-itsivily. lifetimet. 4nd Identity of any sstch oxgn intermediates rrdueat mnetal
Oxide surtaom by lnten-.c pulses of u.v. photons.

hiktal oxides Nvcre usted as 1-14y dividedl powders of highest purity available ~in
riwtuilly, il:. vxides or firmt-row trainition metials as spctroicopically putre atandarits
fromii Spex, Iatdtstrits,anud r n-Mh-grade TtOj (Code riorNIRK 12S) or AIsO WWod

W/nOSP50) obtained lbrosj h ltecourtesy of New Jersey Zinc Co. Surface strcas were
tieterined fromt NA adsorption at 77 K using a Sanorius vacuum microbalmiac. Thin
layers orinctal o~ideran a quartz substrate were prepared bycoAtini, It witha: thick p;A%4e
mnide fromn 0-2 -0 g or inetal oxide In tripVy distilled water andlaubsequent vacuurr-
evacuation, first at U~0 K and finally at 623 K for 16 It at 10O' N m-2.

Nitrous oxide cnrihed to :--9%!,. in uitrogen-1S at lhe central atom was used as
obtained from Stobiler Isotopes. Oxygen enriched to In oxygen-18 was obtained
from Milies Laboratories. Reagent jgrad. alcohols were dried, distilled fronm molecular
siemand purrW~ hf trap-to-trap distillations prior to use.

Paper accepted fot 'presentationl at sixth
InterncationaZ Congress on CataZyaia, London,
July 1576.'



J,crurs. i11c grcat miajority or experiments licre rcportetl wctc cafied out in

c:ims iiavt ixvn publiwwe c1~ewhete-lo or the high-vauwtsn systcm, oft i cequipment

utlie by) eotcin reat 0c)a rsse 30 isn'tplo ota yamcCtjc3 oxd wint ectitand 
the dynaic nuwfhc wt roomteer atS.ue d the mont~or s it-rla of nain tem b
Chan~l , f a li 2g54 p as .pressue eanpsuretk ih EwrstyeG 2lin

toWiiyproducts And Oe increas with time.

A JXtassWit ferriosalats ctintom~tv lted in the elliptical eAvrity of the 501ts
flash-tube wasiwsd to ot~aln valties of ~phoons infKidnt per Rush". Kclativeetencles,

#or ftash-iniflaiml chantes in prmmur of 11OI, Q'Ost or 100-,*O wtm detbe by
dividi"nImeszre hwcrem (or decrea) or gas phase oxygen by the approriate
value o pers MNash.

RcwJLs A,.,m JDbcuusw
No cvide for isoopic v.mchange between flowing 11% and ox)Verv-16 or metal*

oxide suraft was obtained at room tempenature in the dark at 2 x 10-1 N m-n since
lte Isoopk c o ypu~tkm of the 11%~ gas romiled unafectd. Exposing dark-equill.
braltd ob.-me$ oxide inifffa to th. output or the ftash-luhe, prodiw~d reMdily
nwj~mimblcchanges in saral kvelat mie- 36..34. or.32. Timeptllesorf1. ,.ati c
changes at mie so3.6 and 34 are illustrtod in Figure I ror the flash-litumrnatctI 10j
c-,.r11 intcrtaee. The two uppr traxs or Figure I wte meastire with light incidtkt

FIGURE I Oscillercops trome sho*InX tine rrofils or flash-itiltiated chanse In
sig~nal kvel (VjmnV).mntore at mle - 36 or 34 durIng and after fia'h4tlrniat on
of the 10O4CrjOj Interfmc Top: Changs Initiatd by fia+he Incident thcotio a 3S A
filter monitorod at onle -r 36 (trxce 3) and mwl. -u 34 (trae b1) at bumated senutivit~i.
A01009: Change Iniited by Ulehe incident rk quartz monitored at o"I. -36

(traced) andl ml 34 (trace c).2



tia V A Wirtr and show %cry sinular linte protiks totapprarme or' uditioruil *0.
or 100-100 in tho gas ptissc The relative nutudctwk or the mraximum piiit-Muhl in-
16=a~~ Gn arg eJ ff)V wit 2 mV. rtcipiy. fr mfe - 6 and mie w 14. % 'A.h
is tli rost~ttiowi nct n 11O11'O in the gasphase. 1Furthermore,
both rvit 1o0% ,C of A, iC l ties tt,orfl s. lthoimifetS fr~ %0jfCr0,"rvia

IR M fle are thus cons~itnt With ft h-itiJstCd 41COoqPiim Of molelAr oxyircn
111, zelo omposion as the g" phwn how noorkiscranibling.

Simi. 0owtvationi wVrw mau Mid the samwconcluslotidrawn f'm all the nwtal OsQCS
RislihIlumawlte via a 33A, filter In this study.

*rk lovwwr tra-, or lIg1ure I '%wre meued with the tull ouil-ol of the flash tube
Incld tt to t"0jCraja vWAa quart~.n%'elOMeTtme jwolitks meawd at mki m'16 in
411ie COnPlJIofts Meeal. not OAIY a rapid tASoil-W1tiAWe dcOrlOisW Of "0,1 ;JnIl~r t0
that in the tipW~~ trzicv or F#A4 we 1. but also a sklowr protm'a which caused KOO.',) to
ikcrcms at times 0I- to 1-5 % orter at fAuh and to remainm below the pwr flailh steady.
sweva ~lue WwM. IPosal*l tinw tip io 2S s. This latter procS 16. pot if~irlc ncenI
this paMe bist v~an reasonably be interpreted'as an uptAke of moeular oxygen occur.
ring via ctlhioral zwncite of 'tO% () %ith rltively long-livtd (:j .i it % ) rcactive
Centre producd by he ftaih at the OICrOA% inlertac. As Mich It smve to ill~rAle
thoe slow otfImies citpectd for procvwes reqiting po*IRah colliion of gas phase
m110wilft %wh the nuih-actiyat*l surfae.

Ifthe signal level at mle as34 vwr kinetnct orly by the two flashnitzed procos
whkh attfrcted Ml M 36. then the timteo" at *It m 34 Mtould cortelate r..W
with that measured at mo(e w 36 In simiWa corditions, but with teaturm reductd to 4 1,@.
Comparison of trame C and #1 Or Figure I Meaels Instead that the time profiles are VVry
diffiercttand that mle! - 34 con"lt nminly Ora rapid rise with tj (H'O to (A 0,,) - 1
320 mY. 711'" Is dtWprtooel g reative tither to .1 for nom .1 l 4it
another Ulsti or to t~i ikres (1,j) f. trace d of Vigur 1). The d~crey in
site. togethtr with the 'Twit" prrioie or this tranisient, are tAken as evidencev f& a flash.
Irdlici oxgla'iAcrambln ProcSs involving rreadsorbed 100, and an oiygen.16
species On tre'SU1 !4CC tf flAhAcWkT11tw CrIO,3. N4O CktnCet relas MitOf 10 t0 the
jyis phas~e was obt~iol, Wt roftwrements were made on flash4nitiAted Juhnecs at
inkl - 32 as n Inhcation ofexten: offorationtand combination ofoxn 1.%Cics
an the surf*.%~ pt flshctvatd Cr20.,, Stwh nwmurenwrits demonstrated much-
C1121Cnha 'T.I hi' VOMWti Or "50;1 from "0:,fCr-.0,, untcr Utsh.,lrmination thitrih
qtriz 230 inY at mle -m 32) than through the 33A filhe (A, - 0OJ mV).
NVhen taken together with our oboervtion that significant oxyge.scrambling ociairred
for Muah-ilumination incIclent through qi'artz but not through ohe 38A filter (cf. traces
It and c ot 1Fi-tre I). Iii data point strmyto probable i n mnt or oxaen-16

rra~nt produed ah ptoolysis of teC~~sraeI h bhf~ae
oxcygen-Parambling.

The min characteristics or the roar flash-initatcd prroceses distinguished ,it the
1"04Crz0s' Interface by the DMS uuhnique may be summari'ed as Uolows:
Procest 1: Inre~rA.% with if 0-1 % of signal mie a 16, attributable to flash-inltiat*d

demorptloit ot preAdsorbed 100j.
Iroces I I: SI')w docrease with if -.. I s of signal at mle Ps 36 attributable to uptake

of R1% fromn the gas phase by Interation with active long-lived, c'rntres
produced on the metal oAxde by a flash.

onrocess III: fncrv~st with 11* ~~ oi o; orignal at ml w 32Z attributable to rorniation
J1a 'o 0 by photolysls of the metal oxide.

Procfts IV: Incrcaic with Io- 0% sotsignal at mle m 34 attributable to desorption
of 1110-110 produced by Interaction ot preadsorbed 100, with oxygen.-16
species from lattice photolysis.

3



II

In order to toit wictltr ihoc pru etu werc ofcneral occurrcnic. Sin M41crs o'f tlhC
stabk oxlk- of other flrsttow rrat ton netAls wvc pfqmiW. vamifti-oct ,A and
fluh.:lluninatcd In ,dentlc- manner to "O,ICrzUj*. Rcsults or thI6 survr arc pre.
scld inTabit I a rcla, ve etk fr, L ~perimrn;a! SctionL. AW'sncerofniycntry
for a procat inKata iht fsh.lnltialed cv n In 'l.kv wero too snll for
certain doetetio with 's priailing osve kvel. Thk etectively limited ob ervable
Proces , to thos having relative ed iie:is ;. 3 x io*0. inspection orTable I shows
that, with 2 x 10-'' N m 2p Iveotoff 'S pr4e nt o the varleus metal oxides. oft
or n re or pro cses t-IV was readily meaurable for all o kide except iO. Entries in
rabke I have been cwworrted for any small changes measured In blank experimnLts
carried out with light incident on to the -0Olquattz substrate Interface. Entri. in
Parentha show, rot comparin, the relative Oliciettcy, if any, of the same lahih-
n ptlatd Ioms when lot was incident on to the metal oxide k wmo prior to its

CAexMeto'O. The folkowng trends emery:
j1oom ggmt5 of 10caused a signltit inceasein photodesoeption of 0.1

foe all except the p4ype serniconductinS metal oxkdk NO, CuO, and Cob. rhis trend
appear fully consistent with arguments preeled elsewhere by the autlors01  that
availability of conduction-bend elctrons (.type semiondutivity), Influences extent
os pholodcoorp4ion, be"Use it controls extent of O (S) formation at the On,?tal

Oxide Interfaces prior to the flash.
Procem U: Thi s longpstig uptake of '15a likewise did not occur for the

p-type metal oxides but was redily mnuourabt for other metal oxide, except V:Cia.
with effien in.resing in the s nce ZnO < TiO1 < CrLO3 m FeO 4.This trend
would be coksisrtt with post-flash reaction orpaphase O with long-persisting susface
ccntres bearing rces negative charge. Such centrescoukl e.xkt at surfaces or n.type
semiconducting oxides, ahter a flash, either as lower vaieney states or the cations or as
sutface.tmprnd electrons. Plment reulti do not suffce tO di tinguish between these
possiblithes.

Process UI: Pe sence of 1s at 2 x 10 4Nm'- either decreased the extent or
lattice breakdown to 40; (as occurred for CoO, ZnO, and to lesser extent for V20Q md

e4O4), or increased It (as occurred strongly for Cr:tO and to lesser extent for CuO).
Comparison of the etlencies of Process I with Process [I[ for thee various metal
oxides revzals no apmrer t correlation between these processes, such as has been noted
ceisew e ror vanti zinc oxides.

Process IV: Oxygpn scrambling with apparent efficiency > 10 was detected only for
O.JCrO?, "OFcO,, "OflZnO, and tOaiCoO Interfttsandthee corpond

to interfaces which simultaneously underwent photolyss to 160 with larger or com-
parable cfficiencis. Other "Q/imal oxide' Interfaces, which were shown not to

hotolyse to "0s with appreciablefLncy also did not pfoduce significant flash-
initialed oxygen scrambling. Such correlation between extent or nash-Initiatod oxyn
scraai blin 'And lattice pOxioly*i could be understood If photolysis produced tit
160.or 1; interwmaee at the surface and thms pntikipeted in oxygen scrambling
vk(i1),withn - uor I andx- I or2.

low + b0. ¢,(Ioz,,tr.- -.. o-,,o +10o9+Yo (6)

Th1s hypothesis Is similar to recnt slmuetions that '" specki form on surfaces of
ZnO und" continomus u.v. iiluininatioat 1 .2 and contribute to oxyge scrambling or to
photocatalyed oxidation of'carbon monoxid e.'

Ume of N&0 to .ex *0fnwim a Xiwuidzfc oxi&r A technique employed
by previos workers ' to erhanc: selectively formation or 0- on metal oxide su Aces,
and so facilitate study (4 its ,jiativity and e.s.r. specMtr u1. involves transrer of an

4
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Cs.,,nXIssme Dityk, 414wIlivy. Sewww
Table I

1uttiency or thx&w

9paIitIII IV
Wex!' - k -f* 6 #l 31 me 3

boo,Jrio' 4-4 v: 104 -S*6 Y 10*5 40 x 10O'
1vOpYaoi 3-S X 10'- 1-2 x 10,5
v'acjV 1O (So) x t1') -(zo x 10o) -

1O0LIrhojo 2 14 X 10*1 '.0 x 10,4 3 X 10*b 3 0 x 10*
I-.cr01 - - (4-0 x 10) -

16O4F-e~Ot, W r x to*$ -1-3 x 10* 66 x 100, 4-3 X 10-"
vM1jFesO,' - - (*3 x l0*)
100,C00% -34 X 10"4 7-4 x 10-6 1 x 14,4

60 ".- -3-4 x 10*4 42 x 10' -

cjiob - - I(3-0 X 10-1)
$501CUO -- 2-9 x 10- 3-5 x 101

t~c~cu - - j(1-0 x to")-
I'Sn. - x 10-% -1-7 X 10" 7-0 9c 10'0 1'D x 10,1

- - f (4'1 x 10*')-

See text ror dclailol duolgatwo orCacI joeS;.

cleIron to N..0 rrom the metal old and diskiaion aconling to the verall xhem,
(2). Results in this wetion relate to owt atmpts to ume thii proces. to generate high

NA' 0 A) 13'p -~ 14 . + On(,? (2)

transicnit concentrations of 0- at the interface between gaseous NaO and ai flash-
illumina:.d metal oxide and ste-jc. it) tuy 'wctivit o( 0-. The fcasibllity of' thus
employing Paoo"s N'tO as a source of Additloial 0- at a fiash~luminavel interface
was flrst cbecked by obseving the effect of LN21O upon the oxygea scrambling rcs
noted above for l1 O47Jio~ Interfaces. Introduction or I4,'*O at prwwo 3 x 10-4
N m * causal a rour-foklacticas In the amount of 190-10odesme from Uw
(1421O + OWA)nO Interface relative to that measured frorM't vowz"O. i
fAme Eaich an inurias was fully coishent with ft"A~nitiated pmaMIh of additional
"O*"Y) spod*e from NP~ vM (2) antd tlNir contribuilo to rapid oxygen scrambling We#
scheme (1).

Alipatl a~ohoia ereused as additional tests ofO 0 nyvvemet, in view of reports
th13t O'g) **eCies uniderwent secondary rewcion with aIcohok in the prsn.0of
nitrous oaide.1 Warman attributed the appearance of additional product nitrogen to
schemae (3a) and (3b).

KOH + 0- -X, RO-+ OH)(or RO +OR-) (34)
and.

X + - + %)-2x +Prodcts(3b)
5
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WVirmna:rgucd thatuzbseniceof additional N2 product from tertiary akohiois originated
bc%-ausc proccsu (3a), involving ubsraction of I I or H$' from the alcohol, could not
occutr In the ab~wncc of an %-hydroren.

R~esults obtainfed In this study, On the ex~tent of N, product formation sit NMO~rmetal
oxilde Inter fafe in the presence of variout lcohols are summarized In Fil-urc 2 and are in

SV -

A 01I)
O 0 7j 0

A I

CL 2

0 8

0 0 200 50 IS15 250

contact tiont Imin

FIGURE 2 Growth of nitrogen product with contact timie (minutes) fron inatr
actions of zinc o,(d. with N*O alone or premixed With Aliphatic alcohoS. U.v-
illumination of the dark-etquiiibroted Initrfae by photons (254 nm) was commenced
one contact times indicated by an arrow. 2A Truce (i) Gas phase consisting initally
only of 410 Tract 0i) Gas &f4s consisting Initially of(N10 + C211&OH). 26 Trace
(i) Gas phase consisting Initially of (NX0 + WtuON). Trace (it) Gas phise consisting

Initially of (NaO +I P::H).

good *sgremet with Warman's explanation. Curve (I) of Figure 2A shows an Initial
rapid production of N, product at the N3OIZnO interface in the dark which Is In
accordancei with scheme (2) an pubiishwd work. Comprison of the N, product formed
wheni ethanol (curve ii of Figure 2A) or Isopropyl alcohol (curve ii of Figure 2B) were
simultaneously admitted to the ZoO Interface together with X&O reveals; additionai
form ation or N, product-as; expected from rection of 0- with these alcohols in the
dirk via schemes (3a) and (3b). That 0O(s) produced rk.scheme (2) on the ZnO interface
retained selectivity similar to gasphas 0 and did not reac with t.butyl alcohol We.
schemes (3a) plus (3b) to produce additional nitro ri, is illustrated by the similarityof
the plots for (NaO + t-butyl alcko)/ZnO [plot (i) of Figure 231 ando NaO/ZnO [plot
(1) of Figure 2A].

Additional type (2) processes at N2O/ZnO interfaces had previously been reported
under continuous u.v.-llumination and attributed to migration of photooenerated
holes to the niegatively charged N*OjZnO interlace.'b Additional N2 product from
extra type (3a) and (3b) events were therefore expected, on Warman's mechanism, fr-om
Illuminated mixtures of N20 with primary or secondary alcohol. The section of curve iH

4uf Figure 2A which lies ifmnedlsay to the right of the arrow denioting start of u.v.
Illuminations, demonstrate an Initial rapid rise coniistent with u.v. illumination

6
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tN;O C,,1l)1/n0' intcr(fces. 1This system wa% xnie under flaish.
illumination on th.-UNIS system In the hope that IndividuAl atcpA or titis 3.stcp lumln.
ation-induccd produiction or' N,2 ight thereby be meov~ed. rittic proiles In HIjure 3A
and 311 atllow, dtald compArison to be ade or fast changes In Cus phase prcsutir or

r- A

VIIUI!3 OIP110nOrlff.NO- t , Ct:0 1*- lif~ vi(IV o

311URI 3oAr~ie Pompa rofon o(tlmeapedlgrowth chNs Ina Oint~ vmV riOr

N,O and Noe tthe.inat + at-tNOr)//*Oan(N0tO11u1 lnteam olown
3tciial Upetace: Profuieat in ro -45 quarz "'l ) pro mitur N21er "Njn'

shwsth dcrease fin~ ov-paeri a ttr iutiaeto pn sroce;s (72 at~e te l'roted
( flansic titc iodtion or th proo a~ stad-sat + co~/n0. it Upertin e s

'U rrvFi ,).nte orfhnia t her d haeindor 'the mm to e N20 i" :ver, + 1OHJZnO'.
11oertrac: P rofil or) Iniaeiniitial grapth dorpin ofs NbajO tb d suprimposed

iunip fa%~ilmnton thatitseuhih deplted N20 fromhe go s N: m an o uler i~n
anw aldst l inea gs p ofil at0 timesbu 1-bie to prcs2) the llash. r reiiary
interpretatdioun equent i e ortion thries proma ste dy(3t)involvndieation ofhi 3sO
fromc tre as. pla)ewt Inredates (X niti-l rpidl opriodue ia 3a and ueIn-e

volvinil Intern ction of'o * itit preadsarbed ethanol. As required by this Interprtation,
lte tlme-prolfe for production or N2* over Hlash-illuminated (M..O + U-tOFI)jZn~O'
(lower trace in Figure 3A) likewise shows a linear wetion corresponding to it secondary
prowes yielding udditional N: (q) after fast initial N: production (cf. lower trace or
Figure 31B and note that no lineir seondary process was appartnt in lte time profile
for Na from, N2OjZnO 1.

Acxowti.yv4T. IFinancial supplort fromn the National Science- Council or Ireland.
front the Drpartment of E~ducation or' the Irish Government, und from USAF through
lluropein Otlk'e or' Aerospace Research under Urant AFOSR 71-2148. is gratef'ully
w~knowletlged.
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Abstr C t

The nature of active sites on ZnO and TiO2 capable of dehydrating

or dahydroSeuating C2-C4 alipbatic alcohols to very limited extent at

15-30°C is examined both for liquid alcohol and alcohol vapour. Absenca

of ether products in each condition is interpreted as evide'vce aoaiut

formation of carbonium ions as important intermediates. Observations that

case of dehydrat;on is greatest for t-butanol are interpreted instead n

term:; of alcohol interaction with Leuis-acid type surface sitee, leadin3

to synchronous loss of 01 and It from adjacent carbon atoms. Sitcs active

in this manner are tentatively identified as coordinatively utisaL,-trated

netal i0on3 whereas coordinatively unsaturated oxygen ions promote

dehydrogenation. Observed effects of uv illumination and of 1120 adkt.tion3

arc consistent with this description oE active surface sites.

Paper accepted for presentation at Fifth Iberoamerioan
Symposium on CataZysie, Lisbon, July, 1976.
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Intrnd,:cr jon

-ta~l nc to.r;-n iosns vith hi-gh d,.grrea or ci.,ordlivitivo' ttn:;tur:i~n,
. n r hai pr_.nviouuy -'en identi~i-.1 on .ae,i:n-ouLt :VJed ZnO

or TiOi ttuac,. In rhis study dehydration a,1d -1ydr,,anation of

alcaht.il on suIh surfaces at 15-30C are eramalid u ih two objectives:

firstly, to assess the importance of Lewis acid-base character of such

active sites in these reactions, and secon'dly, to examine the role of 0Cu .

In furtherance of these objectives, and particularly in order to £acilitate

comparison with published rate constants for reaction of 0 with alcohol3

5 6 .in honogeneous liquid or gaseous systems, interactions of the metal oxidas

have here been studied with alcohols both in their liquid and vapour phases.

Experimental

Rea^ents: Alcohols uere Analytical Reagent, or equivalent grade, Vnich were

dried over molecular sieve or NaOl! and distilled prior to u~e,. Metal oxides

were high purity powdered ZnO or Ti02 supplied by courtesy of New Jersey

Zinc Co. as ZnO-SP500 or Rutile MR-128. Samples had similar particle-size

distribution, reflectance spectra and surface areas (4.0 and 5.4 0 2-l

respectively). Oxcygen, nitrous oxide and nitrogen were "British O:ygan

Grade X" spectroscopically pure gases for mass spectromatric experiaents,

but wure from 'medical' 'or "white spot" cylinders (BOC) for gas

chromatographic experiments.

Procedures: Hetal oxide/Alcohol vapour interactions were followed by mass

spectrometric analysis (CEC Model 21-601D or Hicromass 6 mass analysers)

and pressure measurements on conventional vacuum systems routinely attaining

residual pressures < 10 -A 1 m-2. For these investigations, ZnO or TiO2 were

deposited as thin layers onto quartz substrates, dried and then outgassed on

the vacuum systeas in conditions reported to reduce surface hydroxyls to low

-1-
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Abs tract

The nature of active sites on ZnO and TiO2 capablQ of dehydratinS

or dehydro3enatiag C2 -C4 aliphatic alcohols to very limited extent at

15-30°C is e:amined both for liquid alcohol and alcohol vapour. Absence

of ether products in each condition is interpreted as evidence aaainst

forrtion of carbonium ions as important internediates. Obaervations that

ens nf dehydrat'owi is greatest for C-butanol are interpceted insteadi.

terms of alcohol intorraction with Luvis-acid type surFac- sites, leading

to synchronous loss of 011 and It from adjacent carbon atoms. Sites active

in this manner aro tentatively identified as coordinativeLy utnsaturated

metal ions whereau coordinatively unsaturated o:ygen ions promote

dehydrogenation. Observed effects of uv illumination and of IhO additions

are consistent -with this description of activ, :urface sitns.



I vi:., 16, hr.a t. 3itO u:,ver Coall ia ., , ,.,'o"t. evf- ta M rt.

-4--
-i. i b we t -- ~ coo : w oo tiu.±.!IV.V~ U0.or 10 N~i n Pod

10Z , M rslvz -ri

thv-.o .toeidy flow ril alcoliot vapour pat, I) "-12) r

usually esd.,,blishcI over the rnmLal u::idu, nlLhou,-,li p:. .roiiLnary

was3urenents :art tad- with a static ayatem. In toma ,::,,ci uts the

m't-,al oxide ruWstrate was illumiated through a ''yrex' unvelope by the

output oC a 150 w tt redium-pressure mercury-arc limp. Product fo- =tio

in dyna.ic conditions wera detected either, by mass spec.ral analysis of
gases ca. 10 see. after their ereteence Iron the reactor, or by continuously

condensing product into a liquid-112 cooled trap over 0.5-, hr contact tima

and subsequen:tly mass analysing the condensate. Procedures similar to the

latter were used to azalyse products fr. the static retctor.

Metal oxide!lquid Alcohol interactions were investi"ated b7 establishinc

a flo,4 of carrier gas (2, 02 or 1420) through a suspension of powdered ZV-O

or TiO 2 in liquid alcohol and then naalysin3 simplas of the" emergent carrier

gas with a Pyo 104 gas chromatojraph fitted with a flmam-ionization detector.

lark runs with no added metal o:.ide, but with carricer-gas ptssing through

prepared liquid solutions of acetone and isob,tyraldehyde ia isobutanol,

established the validity of utilising carrier gas to swep out :epresentative

vapour phase sanples and showed sensitivity to < 0.1% of aldettydic or 1-etonic

product. Liquid samples were also taken at intervals, centrifuged to remove

suspended metal oxide particles and injected onto the chromatograph for

analysis. Calibration of retention timas and sensitivity was; cade by

introducing known gaseous or liquid reaents eithar thcough tha gas-sampliag

valve or by direct injection.

Results

Alcohol POP/tJ2k' Oxide interac ionw in u'taic syrs': Mass spectrometric

analysis established that no detectoble dehydration or dehydrogenation

-2-



PLO~u .L kv'.4t ito ti: pi 5r at rtskvj to7pc t ,honr_-vtr
i.-*4 r,)pronui s.C i ;nbutinol :on.tz&t d v :u. Lhtot." Ti0 2 or ZnO.

li~~eo~tt eoL of t-bwittnol w:it-h 4.0 at Wi N ri-2 Lnir Q rin produced

n !u0.urit, isobintem producr., which evolved into th, :u phase at room

temperature and was collected in a trap at -1 9 0rC. i outit of chis product

is indicated in Tabla X. Appaarance of a measurable ahuen product only

fron tbe, tertiary alcohol appeared consistent rth its g&.:ter ease o

dehydration.

The possibility that other dehydtation or dehydroZenatiort products

had been produced from the alcohols by active sites on ZnO or TiO- but

retalutd, as adsorbed species at room te=perature, was investigated by

subsequent thermal desorpcion in vacuo. A liquid N2 cooled trap was used

to collect all condensible species 4esorbed by incre.sin the temperature

of the metal oxide to 3500 C in 50-de3ree increents. R, sults of thest

thermal dcsorption studies were conveniently su~arised by histoS-rams,

such as are sho:a in Via. la and lb for yarious . product from

isopropanol/ZnO and ethanol/ZnO, respectively. The alkene released at

lover teeparatures (30-2500 C) is listed in Table I as corrasponding to

desorption of molecules already formed by alcohol interaction with active

sites at room temperature, whereas dehydration product released at higher

temperatures (250-350 0C) is attributed to dehydration of strongly-held
'I

alcohol during incremental heating of the substrate. Formation of

dehydration pcoduct on ZnO and TiO2 surfaces at temperatures 1 2.50°C.

has previously been reported.0

No evidence was here obtained for ether products from any of the

alcohol/retal oxide systems thus studied in a static reactor with

subsequent therm.al desorption. This argued against formation of long-lived

-3-



cat~ .t~*~ (u~y to 4 itr) ,%d r.n1t' -w., by :lij) (c t.I'.

int,.ciuo f a' i011 .tlrhA a :ny -a-ch :;,t.vickn~r~datj

Th_'i rt' di-I, ht4'a:v'r, y~fI% e%,ido'iu( 1r 0e%-Qror--atioL of

o~thviaol to uol-,dehyde aind of iopripainol to ocobtn, zalthou3h nqither

p.1CLdesorlitid at room tetperature. 11olecuulhr hydro).-a fra~nt in

correapadinc, -inunt Je3orbed fron '140 at 501OP nd from TCiO7 at

150-250 0C, fallo.:ed by acatone from isopccirnnol (250-350 0 C) or t-butanol.

Couatrary to objervations reported by MicArthur and B1hi9s, 9 acetaldehyde

did :lot desorb from ."O. but was d"graded to propane, trzethyl ncetylne ,

1.3 butadiene and CO 2, thermal d~esorption of uhich provided indirecc

i±idenca for alight chnhydragenation of athanol. an ZaO. Avetaldehyde plus

these decomposition products dcaorbed fron TiO2 in th:- ran-* 150-3 0 C.

Tilblea I uu".arisoa tha estimates thiu. ohtaln.:d for Llw c~t of roo'n

tevCAVctutr d~tydt*ton and dehydrogenation of alcoIbol!; ovc r vacuum

aivatebd ZnO aind TiO2 . irii pairenthwns in Ovo tnble indcate any

rnrkirel ch.-tns whtch addition nf 1"20 -'t 10 UI n -)produced ill amount of

dehydration or A iydro~enation product u#hen Jinutan*ouily sdmittad with

alcohol vapour to the s~tme surf ace;~ and th-z:e drata ill ganeral,

enhatnced converiinn Lo d-hydrog:onated product.

c ICI mPojsibil'_iitLs for reaidsorption of primairy productsn and

ll,4 . wt-,~Oan to other specii~s by secondary rcetctioP3 on the su-CiEce

(eg.xiation oEl :.~n to ald.ohyd-! or Letoon by wwyen from tha itattic2)

aPn avidr-nt d~,-dvr a,, o lw2 static jysrx-.. Intirationa 'iere,

therefore, also studied -;n dynamic to-dition7. at such Tow pre.-.3-ures, that,

0 once dn-surbpr, the prirwiry prichm'ts lin'I cornpn~e probibitity fo.-

-4-
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,t. : ,. ro i,.,- o, ,t,.a,, I' 't.t7 u at n f ir,..- toJ -740 nal th a

toifLL ill %vaiAtivity ~d~~a~ro ab~t stooe or prio'!, products

ai.-u'P froi very ti-T~h lao4.-r eypaur, to isioprup, -ol v-ipnur (0.1 La'"'utr)

than with the sottic .yste (typicaLly 150 Lanmuir). FJven at thiz

nha=-d fIPW0L..vity no evidence wao found for ether produc.. from any

C2-C/ alcohols but this was hardly surprising since probabilic7 of two-

stcep processes requiring st!ccessi vft interactions with two alcohol

molecules would le very low at che xeducted pres~ur2.

Data presented in Part B of Table I facilitate comparison of rates

of foration of various preducts from pricury, secondary or tertiary

butnnols il these conditions over dark or uv-illuminAted ZnO and T1O2 .

Rather surprisingly thes, data establish that accone Was the Major

product from non-illuminated t-butanol/metal oxide interfaces, rather

than the isobutene anticipated on the basis of known casm of t-butanol

dehydration. Those observations, and the absence of measurable isobutent

or acetone product from the other butanol/rietal oxide systems (cf. Table IU),

sug esced secondary oxidation of primary isobutene product from t-butanol

by oxygen from the non-illuminated cetal oxide surfaces.

Entries in parenthesis in Table IB show that illuminating the t-butanol/

TiO2 inteaface with photons of wavelength > 300 greatly enhanced the

yield of isubutene without increasing acetone yield. Illumination did not

produce detectable yields from isobutanol/TiO2 , bat butenes and methyl, ethyl

ketone photoproducts were teadily detected from sec-butanol/TiO2 . Comparison

of the yields of butenes from the butanols over illuminated TiO2 shows that

the intrinsic reactivities of the alcohols for loss of 1120 remained

important in determining, extent of dehydration over the uv-illuminated TiO2

surface.

5
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RaLl- of con-*r~r~ ioi .. z: .. j. -pour to t.,tio -:.A-:n or
lihy4roj. n-ion producto over non-illupinatv-1 'PiO2 or ZnO ,rf c,.

In dyntic conditions at room tcimparLtur. w; tkr tlcw (typiclty

I . to ov.Aonv sntl 0.! 4 to ivnbuts'&v. for t-l'A 4nA//Zn0 in 0 rn)
Lu pormit neainnful 2nitorinq by -in on-lin, , analy-k r. V'
oek;tdbl iah. howevor, that additioaal chang,.- product'd by continAzou
uv-illumLnation of thii interftciu could bh' ronitorad In this
ti:nnr anti Fiqpirc 2a uu~marises ob;--rvution. mdl, on the t-butanol/
ZnO systvm wh-..n illuminatcd by light transmitted to the interface

via. a 38A filter. Note the contrast in this figure between

initial rapid evolution of acetone photoproduct into the gas phase

and slower appearance of iuobutene photoproduct when the t-butanol/

ZnO interface was. ;ontinuously illuninated with a constant flux
of photons of wavelengths 340-640 nm. This latter obser-vation

suggested either that isobutene was the product of a secondary

process on the illuminated interface, or that initial isobutone

photoproduct underwent immediate oxidation to acetone until the

active oxidation sites became depleted. No acetone or butene

photopioducts were detected when see-butanol and isobutanol,

present oaVor ZnO at 10 N m , were uv-iluninated and monitored

in identical conditions - in observation which indicated that the

intrinsic ease of dehydration of the alcoholu was the main rate-
determining factor even in photodehydrtion. Isobutanol and sec-

butanol did undergo photoi stci std dhydroge..tion to isobutyra1-
reh~de :,. methylethyl ketone dnd tho-a products increased with

illtlmintion ti, in manner similar to isobutene under illuminatIon
340-640 am.

The lower'tcacc, n Fig. 2b illustrates growth of another
dehydrogenation product v'i-. acetaldehyde Zrom the Ethanol/ZnO

Interface but under illumination by photons at 254 nmn. The upper
trace in Fig. 2b shows that an increased extent of dehydrogenation

was directly observed over this iliumiziated Xnterface when nitrous

oxide was added to the inlet gas at pressure equal to that of

alcohol, thereby demonstrating greater sensitivity for this

technique than for the static system. Since ESR results reported

jby Lunsford demonstrated that presence of N.O over illuminat3d ZnO

greatly enhanced the formation of 0 radicals on this metal oxide,

the increased photo-dehydrogenaton here directly observed in the

presence of N.0 (cf. Fig. 2b) suggests that photogenerated 0

radicals contributed to dehydrogenation at the Ethanol/ZnO interface.

Presence of N2 0 did not increaae dehydration product significantly

in these systems when studied with the on-line analyser.

- -6-



aoii _oT v pi carri.-a coL Of ? -'p4*rjiutl tif *.%tO tir '602. ii% si j %:,j'

~ ~ ~.s;tti~id r.,ath, ot~* o:.- siy~lA; or ;..:u'

could Ito .ichiov--d dithar a the dar. tor uadr vv-tu -... .'j~t. V iual

oib3;,rviLiun uht,. t~hat TiU2 bo.%r b~na in w-c% djiitz Lh-rL-by

indicatit radutLion o! tha TiO2 uttrk.i¢e throu.dh photoan{st,=d inttraction

with thte liquid alcohoL. Ust of oy-'an as carri-.r ras ctpabl3. of ta-

oxi iLing ch surface was thereore indicated. WLtth 02 as carrier L;as no

si..n:.cant grouth of buteats, isobutyraldehyd,., ethn or acetone product.

occu-red either in the liquid phase Oe the non-ill=unatd suspensioa or

in th- vapour phase abova it. When illumination co encadisobutyraldehyd&

and Acetone phatoproducts increased qtaadily over a 400 *in period to the

lHuLtin.t values sumarised in Part C of Table I. 11o ether product vas

detected from isobtttarl and ethanol at 200 C or t-butanal at 30 0 C. For

thiz Latter system acecone u&a the dominant product and no sianifLca t

growth of isob tene photoproduct was ubsarved but this would be consistent

with i=*diata o.-Adaton of primary isobutene pi:oduct at the o:cygenatod

intecface prior to itj release as acetone. Mhen i4obutant vapour was

adnLx.d with 0 2 carier gas and panmed throt:Th an illuLnatol-tisobutanol/

Ti02 cLjpension, no si-nificant conversion of isobtitene to acatone Ua I
detecttd but this ob:iaeration could be understood iC -as-Thase isobutan't,

unlit- that forrmd by alcohol dehydraLon, river resided on the mata.

oxide surface.

DiscussiOn

Efficient abstraction of a-hydrogen by 0 from alcohols has

been reported in homogeneous systems $' and other workers have

shown that dissociation of N2O or ZnO results in formation of

surface 0- radicals. Consequently# it is reasonable to interpret

our observations of added dehydrogenation product at (Alcohol + N20)/Z,

Interfacesas evidence for involvement of surface 0 fragments

(from NIO dissociation) in dehydrogenation of adsorbed alcohol.

Such surface 0- species would be coordinatively u,;saturated and

there is some evidence, at least for ZnO surf'aces, for their

involvement in equilibria of type

- 7 -
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IdditinnAl doh~drvq.natLion as prinrry and secondaXr*" alcohols at

uv-illuminatod olol/ZvO 1ntvrr.tcna is conjiLenL with

Lortmation ot addiltonal uurfacu 6- by photoqlncr.uU'd holes in

accod.,tmic with such equilibrLa. A corollary of this doscription

of active suface oxygen 51tes is that th%=a. cannot ba Involved

in dehydration of primiry or secondary alcohol, since extent of

their dehydration wau not enhanced by illumination, even on the

sensitive on-line analy-erwhereas additions of NzO in thu static

system reduced tho ai.ount of dehydratod product (see Table I).

Synchronous loss of off and it by adjacent carbon atoms at mittal-

ion, Lewis-acid sitesa4 is preferred to carbonium ion formation

as the mechanism of dehydration, since no ethers were found.
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?i~t~~ 1. ttCIns illu!trAtLLM thermally ar,:0t(-4 eorptjon

of various prodLucta from ZnO surfaces after C;'P0Ure

to alco'hoI3 ac 20PC.

lA Productz f:nma Ethaznol:

Wj 117(g) product; (Ri) ethylona; (--ii) secortdacy
products attributed to acetaldehyde product.

1B3 Products from lzsoropanol:

Figurft 2. Grwith of various photoproducts evolved at 200C from
ZnO/Alcohol iuterfaces, as mionitored by an on-sem

tHicrormass 6 analyser.

*2A Photoproducts from t-butanol/ZnO:-

upp~r trace, acetone formation; 1&.jer trace, i.sobutene.
formation.

2B3 Photoproductoa from Ethaziol/ZnO:
uppar trace, acetalduhyde f rom C 2D 5ON, lowr tract.
acetaldehyde from (CiD.00 + N420).
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t 4.

In:.. :r- C o 2-C4 at.co*,3j, %:!ith -.r, ,:v Ttn 2

P.,- o'. £roA 5, t.S.c Systei'.: clc ] taoilVd. U.$t (xidL

DsorpI
de. Alcohol Ten. °C  - 5 a (. __2) _ Other 1).oduct

L-butr ol 20 . 5.8 x 10 -

20-190 1. 6 x 1072

T I U., 20-240 8.1 x 10

T02 ethanal 20-240. 1.9 x 0-2  . x 3  . x0

(EtOlH + N20) (5.8 x (3.0 :: 10 3) 2.3 x 10 4

.0 ehanol 20-190 4.7 x 10 3  10. 1.7 x 1o7- .

(iOtO.R + N20) " (3.2 x 1073) b(2.6 x 10- 3) 1. 4 x io 2

Part 1 - Pro kv:c from )yniamLc System: Alcohol Vapou/.-:!Z-t O.de

T iobutaacl 20aC < 2 N 16-3  - -

+ Uv "2Y 10 3  - -.3 0-Vv.- " " < 2 x < 1 3 •
8 -3 -3

-".0+ux10 id0 -

-"0 -ec-butaol 20 -3 10-3
20 x 10 1

+ uv (<8.10-3) 2 x 1072

'iO 2  L-butanol 30°  < 2 x 1073  9 x 10-3

Tl)2 + uv " " 2.4 x 10- 2  - I
1Z *O 3 x 10 -3  - 5 x 10 3

_____Acetone

Part C - lroducts from TIZn.aic Syslin: Liquid Alcohol/Iflluinand M:ial O::id .

to-b'ztanol 01
'£07 ,t no 300 59.3 r. 10-2 "

" " --0 7. 4 c 10-2

Si Hobittanol - 28.3-: 102 1,.9 x 1O
Z.O ""- 23.4:: 10-  2. 8 x 10-'

a. tlormli;-.d to u' ol gaz phaae product (STP) par r of o':idv. surface nac hour
hb. las not evolved unit;.l to'v zatures 250-350 OC

T a
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